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Abstract

We compare the performance of alternative diversification strategies under parameter uncertainty. We
show analytically and numerically that if return data are generated by a one-factor model, the Sharpe
ratio of the optimal and naive (1/N) portfolio are very close, even if the true parameters are known.
In a two-factor set-up, we show that the difference can become substantially larger. The conditions to
obtain these large differences, however, are typically not satisfied for real data. Generalizing our results
to the multi-factor context, we show that economically significant results can be obtained for three or
more factors. These findings are corroborated empirically.
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1 Introduction

Markowitz (1952) [2] provides a solid framework for mean-variance based optimal portfolio selection. If,
however, the true parameters of the return generating process are unknown and have to be estimated, the
framework is subject to serious estimation error problems that limit its practical usefulness, see for example
Jobson and Korkie (1980). Many studies have attempted to improve the estimation procedure and mitigate
the estimation error problem, for example by Bayesian methods (see for example Jorion (1986), Pastor
(2000) and Pastor and Stambaugh (2000)), shrinkage methods (see for example Ledoit and Wolf (2004),
Wang (2005)), imposing a factor structure on the returns (MacKinlay and Pastor (2000)), or by optimally
combining the tangency portfolio, the risk free rate and the global minimum variance portfolio (Kan and
Zhou (2007)). However, DeMiguel, Garlappi, and Uppal (2009) [1] (DGU (2009) hereafter) show that the
out-of-sample performance based on such alternative methods do not really improve over the very simple,
naive 1/N rule, i.e., investing equally weighted across N risky assets. Tu and Zhou (2011) [4], by contrast,
show that a combination of the 1/N rule with one of the earlier optimization based methods proposed
by Markowitz (1952), Jorion (1986), MacKinlay and Pastor (2000) or Kan and Zhou (2007) significantly
outperforms with respect to the use of a single rule only.

To compare the performance of the 1/N rule with other theory based methods, one common approach
is to generate asset returns using a factor model in a simulation setting and compare the out-of-sample
performance of optimal portfolio strategies with that of the naive diversification rule. For example DGU
(2009) [1], following MacKinlay and Pastor (2000), use a one factor model for generating returns. They
conclude that the estimation window needed for sample-based mean-variance strategy and its extensions to
beat the 1/N rule is around 3000 months for a portfolio with 25 assets, and about 6000 months for a portfolio
with 50 assets. Tu and Zhou (2011) [4] also use the same simulation design for comparing the performance
of their combined strategies with the 1/N rule. In addition, they report the results of an experiment based
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on a three-factor design. In contrast to the one-factor settings, the combination rules outperform naive
diversification in the three-factor settings even for short estimation window of 120 months.

So far, little is known about the influence of the factor model structure underlying the return generating
process on the relative performance of optimal and naive portfolio strategies. In this paper we therefore
compare several portfolio strategies under a variety of data generating structures and try to characterize
under what data generating structure, optimization-based portfolio strategies could outperform the naive
strategy. Our focus in this paper is on the Sharpe ratio as a performance measure for different portfolio
strategies. Although the Sharpe ratio has limitations when applied to non-normal data (see for example
Goetzmann, Ingersoll, Spiegel, and Welch (2002)), it is still one of the most commonly used measures to
compare performance of portfolio strategies in academic literature and in practice.

First, we show analytically and numerically that when the data are generated by a one-factor model,
there is hardly any difference between the Sharpe ratio of the optimal tangency portfolio and that of a naive
diversification strategy when there is no estimation error. As the Sharpe ratio of the optimal mean-variance
strategy (without parameter uncertainty) is the highest attainable Sharpe ratio, there is very limited room
for other portfolio strategies to outperform the naive diversification in an out-of-sample context. Moreover, if
parameters have to be estimated, the naive diversification strategy is likely to outperform the other strategies
empirically. Simulation designs to compare different portfolio strategies are therefore not very informative if
based on a one-factor data generating process. We illustrate this by comparing the performance of a number
of portfolio strategies proposed in the literature using data generated from a one-factor model under different
values for idiosyncratic variances and mispricing.

We also drive the analytical formulas for the Sharpe ratios of the naive and meanvariance strategies
when data are generated by a general factor model. We use the results to show how different parameter
values affect the Sharpe ratios of the optimal and naive strategy. We characterize circumstances under which
the optimal mean-variance strategy substantially outperforms the 1/N rule, such that some outperformance
might be retained even after accounting for estimation error. We show that, however, these circumstances
are hardly satisfied in practice. Consequently, also in this settings, the ability of other portfolio strategies
to outperform naive diversification out-of sample is very limited.

To further investigate the effect of factor structures on the Sharpe ratios of portfolio strategies, we
also consider empirical data. We use equity portfolios as well as different asset classes. When there are
sufficient factors driving underlying asset returns, the difference between Sharpe ratios of the optimal and
naive diversification strategies without parameter uncertainty can become substantial in empirically relevant
regions. Some of this differences can be retained by a number of portfolio strategies whose parameters have
to be estimated. In particular, the combination strategies proposed by Tu and Zhou (2011) (in which
portfolio weights from the naive and the mean variance strategies are optimally combined), the minimum
variance strategy, and the volatility timing strategy (similar to strategies proposed by Kirby and Ostdiek
(2012)) [3] outperform naive diversification in a number of empirical tests.

Considering a factor structure for asset returns has important implications for both academics and
practitioners. Academics should consider that generating returns by onefactor or two-factor models in
simulation studies is not informative for comparing the performance of optimal portfolio strategies with
naive diversification. In a practical context, when there are more factors driving asset returns, there is more
potential for optimal portfolio strategies to outperform naive diversification.
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Abstract

The financial market, include the bond market, the stock market, the commodity market and the
exchange market have been described by stochastic models. But this has led to an over-reliance on
particular models and a disregard of the possibility of model misspecification. In this talk, we choose
singular spectrum analysis as an alternative, to predict daily exchange rates in four of the BRICS emerging
economies.
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1 Introduction

Exchange rates are among the most important economic indices in the international monetary markets.
Significant impacts of economic growth, trade development, interest rates and inflation rates on exchange
rates, make it extremely difficult to predict exchange rates (Yu et al, 2007). Therefore, exchange rates
forecasting has become a very important and challenge research issue for both academic and industrial
communities. By now, there is a vast literature considering the problem of exchange rate forecasting. We
categorise them into two types:

(i) Explanation based methods: In these methods, the economic theory describes the evolution path of
exchange rates based on the variability economic variables. More informations about these methods
and a literature review can be found for example in Plakandaras (2015).

(ii) Extrapolation based methods. These methods use only historical data on the exchange rates and can
be categorized in two forms: parametric methods (such as ARIMA, GARCH and VAR models) and
non-parametric methods (such as Artificial Neural Network and Support Vector Machines).

Overall, according to the existing literature, the methods that incorporate denoised series in analyse,
produce better results than other methods (see for example, Lin et al. (2012)).

In the light of the above discussion, in this study, we apply Singular Spectrum Analysis (SSA), which
is a powerful non-parametric technique for time series analysis. SSA is designed to look for nonlinear,
nonstationary, and intermittent or transient behaviour in an observed time series, and has gained successful
application in the various sciences such as meteorological, bio-mechanical, hydrological, physical sciences,
economics and finance, engineering and so on. It should be mentioned that Hassani et al (2009) analyzed
three series of daily exchange rates, but they only considered one MSSA algorithm and each time used two
of series, whereas we considered MSSA on all series simultaneously and by three other MSSA forecasting
algorithms where not used by Hassani et al (2009). In addition, we used univariate SSA and analyse were
done on different data sets.
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2 Multivariate Singular Spectrum Analysis

Let Yt =
[
y
(1)
t , . . . , y

(M)
t

]
, t = 1, . . . , T, denote a sample of a M -variate time series with length T . We

assume that Yt can be written in terms of a signal plus noise model as YT = ST + NT . Then, basic version
of MSSA is made in 6 steps, that is briefly described below.

Step 1: Embedding. The results of this step is a block Hankel trajectory matrix X. Denote by
X(m),m = 1, . . . ,M, the Hankel matrix associated to the time series m. The trajectory matrix in MSSA
can be defined by stacking the trajectory matrices horizontally or vertically. The MSSA algorithms
that use these forms as their trajectory matrix, are called HMSSA and VMSSA, respectively.

Step 2: SVD. In this step, X will be decomposed by singular value decomposition as follows:

X = X1 + . . . + Xd, (1)

where Xi’s are unitary matrices and d represents the rank of X.

Step 3: Grouping. Considering Xi to be associated to the i−th largest singular value of X, this
step intends to separate the signal and noise components as follows:

X = X1 + . . . + Xr︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ŝ=Signal

+ Xr+1 + . . . + Xd︸ ︷︷ ︸
N̂=Noise

, (2)

where r < d.

Step 4: In this step, using anti-diagonal averaging on each block of Ŝ, the denoised time series will
be reconstructed.

Step 5: The forecast engine of MSSA, which is a linear function of the last L observations of the
denoised time series, will be constructed in this step. Details of these engines are given in the next
subsection.

Step 6: In this step, h-steps ahead forecasts will be produced by using the forecast engine.

In general we have four different MSSA forecasting algorithms as shown in Table 1. Computational
formulas for these methods are provided in Hassani and Mahmoudvand (2013).

Table 1: Possible forecasting algorithms for multivariate SSA.

Trajectory form Forecasting method Abbreviation

Recurrent HMSSA-R
Horizontal

Vector HMSSA-V

Recurrent VMSSA-R
Vertical

Vector VMSSA-V

3 Numerical Results

3.1 Description of data

The data are daily currency exchange rate for the BRICS countries (Brazil–BRL, India–IND, China–CHN
and South Africa–RAND). Fourteen years of data, between September 2001 and September 2015, were
considered. The data was collected from the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System (US) –
https://reserach.stlouisfed.org.
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3.2 Accuracy of forecasts

As it is usual in forecasting literature, the mean square error (MSE) of forecasts is used to compare the
accuracy of the considered methods. In order to find a reliable values for MSE, we divide observations into
two parts: training and testing sets. Since the length of our data set is large, we decide to produce the
results with several different segmentation: 17, 35, 70 and 140 observations for testing sets and remaining
for training sets. In order to show the gains in MSE, one may compare the ratio of the minimum of MSE
by MSSA related algorithms over the minimum of MSE by univariate related algorithms. The results are
reported in Table 2. As can be seen in this table, improvement by MSSA when its MSE compare with
univariate SSA, varied between 0.66 to 1.38 and in most of cases MSSA produce an improvement over SSA.

Table 2: Ratio of best MSE by MSSA over the best MSE by univariate SSA based on 17, 35, 70 and 140
forecasts and 1, 5 and 10 steps ahead.

currency

Testing size
BRL IND CHN RAND

1 5 10 1 5 10 1 5 10 1 5 10

17 0.84 0.78 0.92 0.70 0.86 0.88 0.94 0.88 0.79 0.88 0.86 1.09
35 0.66 0.86 0.95 0.70 0.83 0.92 1.00 0.87 0.89 0.78 0.76 1.26
70 0.83 0.84 0.85 0.76 0.87 0.89 1.00 0.89 0.90 0.85 1.20 1.36
140 0.91 0.84 0.77 0.70 0.73 0.85 1.00 0.81 0.90 0.80 1.16 1.29
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Abstract

Director network plays an important role in the identification of international diversity among board

members and effectiveness of the board. We explore whether firms with internationally well-connected

board members perform more effectively, are more effectively governed, have stronger firm performance

and maintain better stock performance. In addition, we explore whether better governed firms with a

well-diversified board are more likely to have lower risk and as a result, lower cost of capital.

Although prior literature examines the impact of international board members inclusion, the role of

international director network has not been studied. We believe with the increased impact of social media

and increased accessibility of social networks, the flow of information can assist the board members in

performing more strongly when the director is internationally well connected. Well-connectedness can be

a positive factor in the firm’s governance. The research answers this question in detail and documents

the role of social networks on director effectiveness.
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Abstract

In the last 15 years there has been new researches in mathematical
models for financial bubbles. Recent advances suggest the use of strict
local martingales as models for bubbles. In this article, we have applied
these methods to the stock prices in Iran’s stock exchange to test the
existence of possible bubbles.

1 Introduction

Financial bubbles have caused financial crisis since the seventeenth century.
Some historical examples are the Dutch tulipmania in 1634-1637, Mississippi
bubble in 1719-1720 and the South Sea bubble in 1720.

Briefly speaking, a bubble is said to exist in the price of an asset if that asset
is traded with a price very greater than it’s intrinsic value. Usually bubbles
consist of two phases. First, a run-up phase where the price strongly increases
and second, a decline phase in which the price decreases strongly.

More recent examples of bubbles in financial markets are the great depression
of 1929 in United States and, the housing bubble of 1970-1989 in Japan, the
Dot-Com bubble of 1997-2002 and the housing bubble of 2008-2011 in United
States.

Its clear that predicting a bubble or detecting it in early stages is very
important. This problem has been studied by the economists since long ago
but it is just in the last 15 years where financial mathematics has gained some
advances in this subject. In financial mathematics, bubbles are closely related
to strict local martingales (i.e local martingales which are not true martingales).
This idea first appeared in Loewenstein and Willard [1]. In Cox and Hobson [2]
it is shown that a prices contains bubble if its price process is a strict local
martingale under the risk neutral measure. This method is the basis of seminal
works of Jarrow, Protter and shimbo [3] and [4]. In section 2, we give a precise
definition for a bubble in terms of the risk neutral measure. Then review the
relation between the bubbles and strict local martingales. In section 3, we model
the price with a stochastic differential equation and review some conditions for
its solution to be a strict local martingale.
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The main part of this article is based on the method developed in [5]. We
review this method in sections 4 where an estimator of the volatility is provided
based on the discretization of the price process.

Section 5 is the main contribution of this article. In that section we apply
the introduced method on the data from Iran’s stock prices.

2 Bubbles as strict local martingales

This section is based on [3].
Let (Ω,F ,P) be a complete probability space and F = (Ft) be a filtration

which satisfies the usual condition. Let r = (rt) be a progressively measurable
process indicating the instantaneous interest rate and let

Bt = exp(

∫ t

0

rudu)

be the time t value of a money market account. We work on a fixed time interval
[0, t] where T is a fixed finite time or is ∞.

Assume there is one risky asset (e.g. a stock) with a lifetime τ which is a
stopping time and τ ≤ T . Let D = (Dt) be the dividend process which we
assume to be a semi-martingale. The asset has a market price which is denoted
by S = (St) and is again a semi-martingale. The wealth process is defined to
be

Wt = 1{t<τ}St +Bt

∫ t∧τ

0

1

Bu
dDu +

Bt

Bτ
∆1{t≤τ}

where ∆ is the terminal payoff of the asset at time τ .
In financial mathematics, the no arbitrage assumption is shown to be equiva-

lent to the existence of an equivalent probability measure under which the price
process is a local martingale. These measures are called risk-neutral measures.
Moreover, if the market is complete, this measure is unique and the price of any
derivative equals the expectation of its expected discounted future cash flow
with respect to this measure. This price is called the fundamental value. Hence
we define the fundamental value process by

S∗
t = EQ

(∫ t∧τ

0

1

Bu
dDu +

∆

Bτ
1{t≤τ}|Ft

)
Bt

Definition. The bubble process is

βt = St − S∗
t

One can show that always βt ≥ 0 (see [6], Theorem 1). We say that an asset
price has bubble if βt is not identically zero.

This is the main theorem of this section.

Theorem 1 ([6], Corollary 1). asset price has bubble if and only if S is a strict
local martingale.
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3 Necessary and sufficient condition for strict
local martingales

From now on, we assume that the price of the asset satisfies a stochastic differ-
ential equation

dSt = σ(St)dBt + µtdt

where µt is the drift term and σ(x) is the volatility function. Since under the
risk-neutral measure the drift vanishes, we can assume that St satisfies

dSt = σ(St)dBt (1)

The following theorem provides a necessary and sufficient condition for St to be
a strict local martingale.

Theorem 2 (see [7]). The solution of (1) is a strict local martingale if and
only if, for some ϵ > 0, ∫ ∞

ϵ

x

σ(x)2
dx < ∞

4 Estimating the volatility

We saw in the previous section that the existence of bubble is equivalent to∫∞
ϵ

x
σ(x)2 dx < ∞. This condition depends on the asymptotic behaviour of the

function x 7→ σ(x) for large x. In this section, our goal is to estimate the
asymptotic behaviour of the σ(x) given the asset prices in a finite time interval.

We use the method described in [5]. In this method, first we estimate σ(x)
for values that are attained by Xt and then using curve fitting, we approximate
σ(x) for large x.

Let hn be a sequence with hn > 0 and hn → 0. Let ti =
iT
n and define

σ2
n(x) =

∑n
i=1 1{|Sti

−x|<hn}n(Sti+1 − Sti)
2∑n

i=1 1{|Sti
−x|<hn}

(2)

The following theorem shows that σ2
n(x) is a consistent estimator for σ2(x).

Theorem 3 (see [5]). Assume that σ(x) is a C3 function and S never vanishes
and nh4

n → 0 and nhn → ∞. Then σ2
n(x) converges in probability to σ2(x) on

the interval D = [minS,maxS].

Unfortunately, the above theorem does not provide the asymptotic behaviour
of σ(x) since it only estimate it on a finite domain. Therefore, we use curve
fitting to approximate σ by the best power function xα and then according to
whether α > 1 or α ≤ 1, we can say that the bubble exists or does not exist.
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5 An example in Iran’s stock market

In this section we apply the methods of previous sections Tehran Stock Exchange
Index (TEPIX) in the time period of January 2011 to December 2013 (the index
has had a bubble in this period). The test predicts a bubble.

Figure 3, shows the graph of the prices of the Index and the graph of the
estimated volatility function.
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Abstract

Our focus in this study is the prediction of price movements, using interval analysis. The interval
prediction of stock prices is superior to the traditional point forecasts in terms of the higher average
accuracy ratio and also the possibility of using a range of data for financial inputs which contains all
possible point results. We also develop the method so that it can cover longer time periods. Numerical
results confirmed the efficiency and applicability of the interval method compared to the classical ones.

Keywords: Stock price movements, Interval analysis, Enclosure methods.
Mathematics Subject Classification [2010]: 97M30, 65G30, 97N40

1 Introduction

During the past two decades, statisticians have developed confidence based stock market interval forecasts.
However, these forecasts are still based on point data and point-based forecasting methods, such as Bayesian,
Bootstrapping, Box-Jenkins, GARCH, and Holt-Winters [1].

In reality a market index has its daily (monthly or annual) minimum and maximum, and it varies in
between for a given trading day (month or year). Therefore, the closing value (or the average) does not
properly reflect the variability of the market during the time period. Also, macroeconomic parameters that
affect the stock market vary within intervals. Therefore, the forecasting quality may suffer if only point data
is used [2]. Interval forecasts have better overall quality than traditional point ones and have the advantage
of taking into account the variability and/or uncertainty so as to reduce the amount of random variation
relative to that found in classic single-valued futures prices. Accurate interval forecasting of future prices
over future horizons is challenging and of great interests to governments and investors, by providing a range
of values rather than a point estimate

Interval arithmetic in its modern form was introduced by Moore [3] and is based on arithmetic conducted
on closed sets of real numbers. Here, the classical operations are extended to the intervals. An interval
function f is defined as

f([x]) = {f(x)|x ∈ [x]},

where [x] denotes all possible ranges of x. The most important property in interval analysis is called inclusion
property and implies

If x ∈ [x], then f(x) ∈ f([x]).

This property makes interval computations so useful, specially in numerical methods. Most of the
verification methods are based on interval version of real valued functions.

The interval arithmetic treats x − x, the same as evaluating the expression x − y, where x, y are two
independent interval quantities e.g. [0, 1]− [0, 1] 6= [0, 0]. This phenomenon is called dependency effect. The
width of the interval which contains the exact solution, may be unnecessarily wide in some occasions due to
the dependency effect. This makes overestimation in computing and reducing the overestimation is a crucial
issue to a successful interval analysis. For more information on interval analysis see Moore in [3].
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2 Interval Estimation Method

The most widely used model of stock price behavior is modeled as

ds(t) = µss(t)dt+ σss(t) dz, (1)

where the variable µs is the stocks expected rate of return and the variable σs is the volatility of the stock
price. The discrete-time version of the model can be written as

∆si+1 = µssi∆t+ σssiε
√

∆t, (2)

where the variable ∆s is the change in the stock price s in a small time interval ∆t, ε has a standard normal
distribution and si+1 = si + ∆si+1. Considering the equation (2), we can estimate the price of stocks after
one step ∆t.

In order to develop the method, let us assume that 95% of the area under a normal curve lies within
roughly 1.96 standard deviations of the mean. Using the interval enclosure of ε ∈ [−1.96, 1.96], the equation
(2) can be rewritten as

s1 = s0 + ∆s1 = s0 + s0(µs∆t+ σs[−1.96, 1.96]
√

∆t),

hence

s2 = s1 + ∆s2 = s0(1 + µs∆t+ σs[−1.96, 1.96]
√

∆t) + s1(µs∆t+ σs[−1.96, 1.96]
√

∆t) =

s0(1 + µs∆t+ σs[−1.96, 1.96]
√

∆t) + (s0(1 + µs∆t+ σs[−1.96, 1.96]
√

∆t))(µs∆t+ σs[−1.96, 1.96]
√

∆t)

= s0(1 + µs∆t+ σs[−1.96, 1.96]
√

∆t)(1 + µs∆t+ σs[−1.96, 1.96]
√

∆t), (3)

which gives
s2 = s0(1 + µs∆t+ σs[−1.96, 1.96]

√
∆t)2.

Therefore, we obtaine the following recursive formula:

si+1 = s0(1 + µs∆t+ σs[−1.96, 1.96]
√

∆t)i+1, (4)

which can estimate the stock price si after ith time interval. This formula helps to reduce the dependency
error of interval analysis [3].

Finally by using the definition and properties of interval functions (see [3]), we have the following
enclosure

si+1 ∈ [s0](1 + [µ]∆t+ [σ][−1.96, 1.96]
√

∆t)i+1, (5)

where so ∈ [s0], µ ∈ [µ] and σ ∈ [σ].

3 Results and Discussions

In order to test the efficiency of our methods, firstly we apply our interval scheme to the equation

ds = µsdt+ σsdWt, s(0) = s0, (6)

with the interval parameters µ = [0.75, 0.75] and σ = [0.30, 0, 30], which are the same as point values inferred
from the series of market close share prices of Google Inc. (GOOG) during the past 250 trading days in
2009 with initial price s0 = 307.65 (see [4])

Results are illustrated in Figure 1(a). It is observed that our computed bounds obtained from (5)
are enclosing ten simulated random Brownian paths based on Euler-Maruyama method, but for long term
predictions, the interval results are not efficient and the width of interval results (w([a, b]) = b−a) are wider
than the difference between maximum and the minimum price in all simulations, so we try to modify the
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method. Empirical results shows that if we add a multiplier θ to the equation to control the variation of
the problem, we may have better results. Actually, the equation (6) can be transformed to

si+1 ∈ [s0](1 + [µ]∆t+ θi[σ][−1.96, 1.96]
√

∆t)i+1. (7)

Let us set θi = µ
i , experimentally. The results, illustrated in Figure 1(b) which shows a brilliant improve-

ment in the graph for 300 trading days which means the modified algorithm reduces the difference between
the bounds of interval results and the maximum and the minimum price in all simulations.

(a) Primary Method

(b) Modified Method

Figure 1: Google stock price enclosed in confidence intervals: Each step shows the price estimation for three working
days

For our second example, we consider a stock with an initial price of 40$, an expected return of 16 %
per annum, and a volatility of 20% per annum. Results, with 95% confidence, are shown in Figure 2,
where vertical lines shows price intervals within each 6 months and paths are ten Brownian simulations.
To show the applicability of interval analysis to reduce the risk of computations by controlling variability
and uncertainty, we consider the interval parameters: µ = [0.14, 0.18], and σ = [0.17, 0.23]. Computed
bounds are illustrated in Figure 2, where dots show price intervals within each 6 months and paths are ten
Brownian simulations. Results obtained for the first step of our computed interval (6 months) can compare
to those obtained in point wise methods (see e.g. [5], pp. 322)

32.55 = e3.759−1.96(0.141) < s1 < e3.759+1.96(0.141) = 56.56 (8)
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(a) Primary Method (b) Modified Method

Figure 2: Confidence intervals for the price of the second example for µ = [0.14, 0.18], and σ = [0.17, 0.23] Each step
shows the price estimation for 6 months
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Abstract

Recent studies has shown that ”the volatility is rough”[1]. In fact, it has shown that the stochastic
volatilities driven by fractional Brownian motion can better capture the behavior of implied volatility in
financial markets. In this work, the parameters of the fractional Heston model are calibrated from market
data. The existing Adams method to solve the fractional Riccati equation, appeared in the characteristic
function of the model, causes some difficulties in the calibration process, motivating a new algorithm for
solving this equation to be developed. This new methods benefits from the Newton linearization and
Chebyshev polynomials expansion.

Keywords: Rough Heston model, Calibrtion, Fractional Riccati equation, Newton iteration, Chebyshev
polynomials

Mathematics Subject Classification [2010]: 13D45, 39B42

1 Introduction

As shown in [1], the sample paths of implied volatility are rougher than what can be captured by Brownian
motion. This fact from the market data, motivates a model in which the volatility is driven by a fractional
Brownian motion. We follow the definition of rough (fractional) Heston model, introduced in [2]:

dSt = St
√
VtdWt, (1)

Vt = V0 +
1

Γ(α)

∫ t

0
(t− s)(α−1)λ(θ − Vs)ds

+
1

Γ(α)

∫ t

0
(t− s)(α−1)λν

√
VsdBs, (2)

in which λ, θ, V0 and ν in (2) are positive, W and B are two Brownian motions with correlation ρ. α
belongs to (1/2, 1) and governs the smoothness of the volatility sample paths. They also proved that the
characteristic function of stock process is given as follows:

L(a, t) = E[e(iaSt)] = exp(θλI1h(a, t) + V0I
1−αh(a, t)), (3)

∀t > 0, ρ ∈ (−1/
√

2, 1/
√

2]

where h is the solution of the fractional Riccati equation:

Dαh(a, t) =
1

2
(−a2 − ia) + λ(iaρν − 1)h(a, t)

+
(λν)2

2
h2(a, t), t ∈ [0,M ]

I1−αh(a, 0) = 0, (4)
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2 Maryam Vahid Dastgerdi

and Ir and Dr are respectively the fractional integral and derivative operators, defined below:

Irf(t) =
1

Γ(r)

∫ t

0
(t− s)(r−1)f(s)ds, (5)

Drf(t) =
1

Γ(1− r)
d

dt

∫ t

0
(t− s)(−r)f(s)ds, (6)

Having the characteristic function, the call option price can be calculated using the Fourier method [3]:

C(S,K,M) = Se−qM (7)

− 1

π

√
SKe−(r+q)M/2

∫ ∞
0

Re[eiukL(u− i/2,M)]du

u2 + 1
4

.

1.1 Numerical method

In [2], authors proposed a numerical algorithm to obtain the skew of the implied volatility, in which the
Riccati equation 4 is solved by the Adams method for fractional differential equations. The same approaches
is used here to calibrate the implied volatility, and as figure1 indicates, the results are satisfactory.
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From calibration of rough Heston model to a new method to solve fractional Riccati equation 3

However, applying this method causes some difficulties in calibration process: To obtain the call price, the
integral in Eq.(7) should be truncated to a finite upper-bound. For each maturity, this upper-bound should
be adjusted before hand, otherwise the Adams method will explode for large values of a. To overcome this
difficulty, a new method for solving the fractional Riccati equation is developed, which is introduced in the
next section.

2 Main results

2.1 New numerical method

Define:

L(h) = Dαh− λ(iaρν − 1)h− (λν)2

2
h2, (8)

f =
1

2
(−a2 − ia). (9)

To solve the fractional differential equation L(h) = f with Newton iteration[5], the Fréchet derivative of
L(h) is needed:

Lh(v) = lim
ε→0

L(h+ εv)− L(h)

ε

= Dαv − λ(iaρν − 1)v − (λν)2

2
2hv. (10)

Algorithm

1. Pick an initial guess h0, and a desired error ε.

2. While ||v|| > ε, repeat:

(a) Solve the following linearized system of equations:

Lhk(v) = f − L(hk). (11)

(b) Update the approximation:

hk+1 = hk + v. (12)

Using the Chebyshev approximation for v as

v(t) =

N∑
n=0

λnT
∗
n(t)

calculated in the Chebyshev nods tm, Eq.(11) becomes a linear system of equations which should be solved
for the coefficients λns.

Once the approximation is accurate enough, it can also represented as a linear combination of Chebyshev
polynomials. Having the coefficients, the solution can be interpolated at any arbitrary time t.

2.1.1 On Chebyshev Polynomials

• Definition: for z ∈ [−1, 1]:
Tn+1(z) = 2zTn(z), T0(z) = 1, T1(z) = z, n = 1, 2, 3, . . . .

• Closed form Chebyshev polynomial of order n [6]:

Tn(z) = n

[n/2]∑
j=0

(−1)j2n−2j−1(n− j − 1)!

j!(n− 2j)!
zn−2j

= cos(n cos−1(z)). (13)
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4 Maryam Vahid Dastgerdi

• Shifted Chebyshev polynomials: for t ∈ [0,M ] [7]:

T ∗n(t) = Tn(
2t

M
− 1)

= n
n∑
k=0

(−1)n−k22k(n+ k − 1)!

(2k)!(n− k)!Mk
tk

= cos(n cos−1(
2t

M
− 1)). (14)

• Fractional derivative [7]:

DαT ∗n(t) = 0, n = 0, 1, . . . , dαe,

DαT ∗n(t) =
∞∑
j=0

Sα(n, j)T ∗n(t), n = dαe, dαe+ 1, . . . ,

Sα(n, j) =
n∑

k=dαe

(
(−1)n−k2n(n+ k − 1)!

cjMαΓ(k + 1/2)(n− k)!Γ(k − α− j + 1)

× Γ(k − α+ 1/2)

Γ(k + j − α+ 1)

)
c0 = 2 , cj = 1, j = 1, 2, . . . .

• Chebyshev nods:
zm = cos(mπ/N), tn = (zn + 1)L/2, m = 0, 1, . . . , N.

2.2 Numerical results

The results are obtained for
t = 1.3644, ρ = −0.7, λ = 0.4, ν = 0.5.

Table 1: Adams method can explode for large values of a.

a NAd ĥAd(a, t) consumed time

200 50 -7.0434e+02 + 6.8670e+02i 0.041917

250 50 NaN + NaNi 0.045214
60 -8.8283e+02 + 8.6171e+02i 0.046036

500 100 NaN + NaNi 0.120418
120 -1.7754e+03 + 1.7367e+03i 0.165719

Table 2: New method, using Newton linearization and Chebyshev polynomials is stable.

a NCh ĥCh(a, t) consumed time

200 18 -7.0434e+02 + 6.8673e+02i 0.241350

250 18 -8.8283e+02 + 8.6175e+02i 0.045214

500 18 -1.7753e+03 + 1.7368e+03i 0.120418
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From calibration of rough Heston model to a new method to solve fractional Riccati equation 5

Table 3: New method, using Newton linearization and Chebyshev polynomials, is faster.

Method consumed time

ĥAd(50, [0.2 : 0.2 : 2]) 1.420366

ĥCh(50, [0.2 : 0.2 : 2]) 0.253088

The comparison of the calibration results is under progress. Improving the efficiency of the new algorithm,
using multi-level Newton iteration would be the next step.
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Abstract
Counterparty credit risk is the combination of market risk and credit risk. The Credit Valuation

Adjustment (CVA) has become an important part of Basel III, that used for measuring counterparty
risk. Wrong way risk is one of the factor that affects the amount CVA. Wrong way risk refers positive
dependent between market risk and credit risk. In this paper, we present a method, for bounding the
impact of wrong-way risk on CVA. We simulate the market exposure and default time and then we find
the worst case CVA resulting from wrong way risk by solving linear program.

Keywords: Credit Valuation Adjustment, Counterparty Credit Risk, Wrong-way Risk, Iterative Pro-
portional Fitting Process (IPFP)

1 Introduction

As a firm enters into a swap contract, it is exposed to market risk through changes in market prices that
affect the cash flows. It is also exposed to the risk that the party on the other side of the contract may default
and fail to make payments due to the transaction. The risk of this contract type is called counterparty
risk. Counterparty credit risk (often known just as counterparty risk) can be defined as the risk that a
counterparty in a financial contract might not be able or willing to full the obligations on other side of the
contract. The counterparty risk is closely related to the traditional credit risk, which can be regarded as
lending risk. This type of risk concerns loans, bonds, mortgages and so on. However, compared to credit
risk there are two sides to counterparty credit risk. Former market risk that determinies the magnitude of
one party’s exposure to another party, and later, bilateral credit risk. Counterparty risk is arising from two
broad classes of financial products: the first, OTC (over-the-counter) derivatives, for example interest rate
swaps, credit default swaps and FX forwards, the second securities financing transactions, for example repos
and reverse repos and securities borrowing and lending.
The standard tool for quantifying counterparty risk is the Credit Valuation Adjustment (CVA). In fact,
CVA is the difference between the portfolio’s risk-free value and the portfolio’s true value, taking into account
the possibility of credit deterioration of the counterparty. In the calculation of CVA, it is usually assumed
that the counterpartys probability of default is independent of the dealers exposure. However, practically,
there is a dependence between exposure and credit quality. That positive (Negative) dependence known as
wrong way (right-way) risk, in fact, the risk is called wrong way (right way) if exposure tends to increase
(decrease) when counterparty credit quality worsens. The CVA for a portfolio of derivatives will generally
increase with wrong-way risk increaseing, but the correct degree of wrong-way risk is difficult to estimate
in practice. In this paper, we introduced a method for bounding wrong-way risk by finding largest CVA.
We use a standard simulation for CVA calculation by simulation of market factors to achieve exposure at
any moment and default time too. Based on the simulation of market exposure and counterparty’s time
to default, we find the worst case CVA by solving a linear porogramming problem. The worst case can
be overly conservative, so we extend the procedure by adding penalty term in the objective function. The
models that to describe dependence between exposure and probability of default in calculation CVA are
found Hull and White [3], Rosen and Saunders [2], Brigo, Morini, and Pallavicini [4].
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2 Main results

Let τ to be the time at which a counterparty defaults and R denote recovery rate. Moreover V +(τ) denote
the positive exposure at the time of its default, discounted to time zero. The CVA for a time horizon T
defined by

CV A = E[(1−R)V + (τ) 1{τ<T}].

The CVA is usually calculated over a fixed set of dates. So set 0 = t0 < t1 < ... < td = T < td+1 =∞. Then
we generate positive exposure paths (V + (t1) , ..., V + (td)) by simulation of market risk factors. The market
risk model determines the law of (V + (t1) , ..., V + (td)) by a probability measure p on Rd. We suppose the
probability that default occurs at tk is qk, k = 1....., d. Now we let

X = (V +(t1), V +(t2), ...V +(td)), Y = (1{τ=t1}, ..., 1{τ=td}).

In the sequel, worst-case CVA defined by

sup
µ∈Π(p,q)

∫
Rd×Rd

< x, y > dµ(x, y),

in which
∏

(p, q) denotes the set of probability measures on Rd × Rd with marginals p and q. If the joint
law for X and Y are unknown, then we can estimation worst-case CVA by simulation as follows. Let
X1, X2, ....XN be N independent copies of X and Y1, Y2, ....YN be N independent copies of Y, and, pN , and
qN denote empirical measures for sets X and Y in Rd. We can find the worst-case joint mass function Pij
on the set of pairs {(Xi, yj); i = 1...N, j = 1...d+ 1}. We estimate worst-case CVA by

CV A = max
{Pij}

N∑
i=1

d+1∑
j=1

CijPij ,

d+1∑
j=1

Pij =
1

N
, i = 1, ....N,

N∑
i=1

Pij = qN(yj), j = 1, ..d+ 1,

Pij ≥ 0, i = 1...N, j = 1...d+ 1,

where Cij =< Xi, yj > and y1 = (1, 0, ..., 0), ...yd = (0, 0, ...1), yd+1 = (0, 0, ..., 0).
The worst-case joint distribution is useful because it provides a bound but it can be overly pessimistic, so
we extend the procedure by adding penalty term in the objective function. For this, we choice Relative
Entropy which is also known as Kullback-Leibler divergence. For probability measures P and F on a
common measurable space with F >> P , the relative entropy of P to F is defined as

D(P |F ) =

∫
ln(

dP

dF
)dP.

Relative entropy as a function of P is nonnegative, also D(P |F ) is convex in P and leads to a convex
optimization problem. Hence, our problem by applying the penalty term is given as

max
{Pij}

N∑
i=1

d+1∑
j=1

CijPij −
1

θ

N∑
i=1

d+1∑
j=1

Pij ln(
Pij
Fij

),

in which Fij denote the joint probability in the independent case, these are given by Fij = qN(yj)/N, i =
1, ...N, j = 1, ....d + 1, The problem can be solved through a simple algorithm known as the Iterative
Proportional Fitting Procedure (IPFP). Indeed IPFP is a mathematical procedure for adjusting a table
of data cells such that marginal totals remain fixed. The IPFP method takes as input data a nonnegative
matrix and row and column marginals.
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Abstract

In this paper we consider risk neutral valuation of a contingent claim under counter-party risk
in a reduced form setting. The probabilistic valuation formulas derived under this framework
can not be usually used due to their recursive path-dependencies; instead, a finite difference
method is used to solve the quasi-linear partial differential equations. We impose restrictions on
the dynamics of the risk-free rate and the stochastic intensities of the counter-parties’ default
times.

Keywords : Counterparty risk, Derivatives pricing, Credit risk

1 Introduction
Consider probability space (Ω,F , P ) and a family {Ft}t≥0 of sub-σ algebra of F . We consider a
model for valuing claims subject to default by both contrasting parties, such as swap and forwards.

Theorem 1.1. It is known that the risk neutral derivatives value at time t before any counter-party
default equals

Vt = DtE
Q[exp(−

∫
Rsds)

Π(XT )

Dt

|Xt] (1.1)

Rt = sAt 1{Vt<0} + sBt 1{Vu≥0}

Dt = exp(

∫ t

0

rudu) sit = Lith
i
t

where r is risk free rate,hAt ,hBt denote the risk neutral intensity processes associated with the default
times of counter-party A and counter-party B. Lit denotes the expected fractional loss in market value
if counter-party i were to default at time t and 0 ≤ iit ≤ 1.

2 Main results
Let X = (X1, X2, ..., Xn) be a Markovian process and under equivalent martingale measure Q every
Xi has stochastic differentials of the form dXi = µi(X(t))dt+Σd

j=1aij(X(t))dWj(t) where τ i is default
time of counter-party i ∈ A,B and that is F -stopping time. Risk neutral intensity process, hi, follows
a dynamic given by dH i

t = (1−H i
t)h

i
tdt+ dM i

t .
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In the following by imposing restrictions on the dynamics of the risk-free rate we discuss the model.
Suppose that the 1-dimensional positive process n is a C2 function of xk for a given 1 ≤ k ≤ n. We
require that

r(x) =
Gxkn(x)

n(x)
+ λ, (2.1)

where λ is constant and Gxk equals to

Gxkn(x) = µk
∂n

∂xk
+

1

2

∂2n

∂x2
k

d∑
j=1

a2
kj

If n(Xk(t)) = exp(−X2
k(t)) then

∂n

∂xk
= −2Xk(t)n(Xk(t))

∂2n

∂x2
k

= 4X2
k(t)n(Xk(t))− 2n(Xk(t))

Consequently,

r(Xk(t)) = −µk(t)Xk(t) +
1

2
(X2

k(t)− 1)
d∑
j=1

a2
kj(t) + λ

We then make an equivalent measure change going from Q to Q∗ by using N as the Radon-Nikodym
derivative of Q∗ with respect to Q.

N(t) = n(Xk(t)) exp
(
−
∫ t

0

Gxkn(Xk(u))

n(Xk(u))
du
)

(2.2)

Using Ito’s formula and stochastic differential of log(Nt) we can equivalently write

N(t) = e
{
d∑
j=1

∫ t
0
n′(u)
n(u)

akj(u)dWj(u)− 1
2

∫ t
0

(
n′(u)
n(u)

)2
d∑
j=1

a2kj(u)du}

It is stochastic exponential or the Doleans-Dade exponential form.So {Nt}t≤T becomes a Q Martin-
gale.
Define the new auxiliary probability measure Q∗ on FT by dQ∗ = NTdQ. By using Markov property
of X and Bayes’ Theorem, we can write

EQ̃[e−
∫ T
t Rsds

Π(XT )

eλTnT
|Xt] =

EQ[NT e
−

∫ T
t RsdsΠ(XT )

eλTnT
|Xt]

Nt

=
Vt
eλtnt

= Ṽt

also

Ṽt = EQ̃[e−
∫ T
t (sAu 1{Ṽu<0}+s

B
u 1{Ṽu≥0})du

Π(XT )

eλTnT
|Xt] (2.3)

The recursive path-dependency still exists in the probabilistic representation of value function To re-
move the path-dependency suppose that we could define the process {f(Ṽ )}t≤T to be a Q∗martingale

2
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with f being a well-defined C2 function of Ṽ . Then, given that ṼT = Π(XT ) , the martingale property
of would give

f(Ṽt) = EQ̃[f(
Π(XT )

eλTnT
)|Xt].

So, when f is invertible, the path-independent probabilistic expression for Ṽt, with t ∈ [0;T ], becomes

Ṽt = f−1
(
EQ̃
[
f
(Π(XT )

eλTnT

)∣∣∣Xt

])
We find f

f(υ̃) = c0 + c1

∫ υ̃

0

e−2
∫ y
0 [gB(z)z+−gA(z)z−]dzdy

by imposing restrictions on sA and sA so that

si(υ̃, x, t) = gi(υ)β(x, t) (2.4)
i ∈ {A,B}, υ̃ ∈ Rn, t ∈ [0, T ]

We will discuss more results in the presentation in the conference.
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Abstract

Using the idea of financial derivatives modeling the price of a zero coupon bond pay with
an Underlying Asset interest rate (r). But in this model to quantify the market price of risk
is very important as we face that it cannot be determined using market observations, so that
we have a PDE with two unknown parameters, which in the differential equations literature is
referred to as inverse problem; and since we apply it to a financial problem, here it is called the
Inverse Finance Problem (IFP). Solving such a problem is more difficult than the direct problem,
hence for solving the Inverse Finance Problem, here we use Tikhonov regularization functional
can be estimated market price of risk, and an iterative algorithm for solving partial differential
equations expressed by numerical method design.

Keywords : market price of risk of interest rate, Tikhonov regularization zero-coupon
bond, inverse source problem

1 Introduction
Derivative securities are kinds of products whose values depend on other more underlying variables.
Derivative security of interest rate is one whose pay off, to some extent, determined by the interest
rate. There is a large, and ever-going, number of different interest rate derivative products now. In
view of our uncertainty about the future course of the interest rate, it is natural to model it as a
random variable. This leads to a parabolic partial differential equation for price of bond. However,
the function, λ(t), is as yet unspecified in the equation, which is called the risk market of interest
rate. To determine the functionλ(t), we must have additional market data. The problem will be
formulated from the mathematical standpoint in the following. Suppose that the short term interest
rate, the spot rate, follows a random walk (IT0 Process)

dr = (−γ(r)r + δ(r))dt+ ω(r)dZ (1.1)

Where dz is a normally distributed random variable with zero mean and variance dt. In practice, the
spot rate is never greater than a certain number, which is assumed R, and never less than or equal
to zero. Therefore, we suppose that r ∈ [0, R ] . γ(r) and δ(r) are both smooth bounded functions
for r ∈ [0, R ] satisfying conditions δ(0) ⩾ 0 and −γ(R)R + δ(R) ⩽ 0. ω(r) is a non-negative and
smooth bounded function for r ∈ [0, R ] satisfying conditions ω(0) = ω(R) = 0.
By pricing formula of general derivative security, we get the partial differential equation for zero-
coupon bond in the form
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∂V

∂t
+

ω2(r)

2

∂2V

∂r2
+ (−γ(r) r + δ(r) + λ(r)ω(r))

∂V

∂r
− rV = 0 (t, r) ∈ [0, T ]× [0, R]

(1.2)

At r = 0 and r = R, the equation degenerates into a hyperbolic equation with positive and negative
characteristics respectively

∂V

∂t
+ (−γ(R) + δ(R))

∂V

∂r
−RV = 0 (t, r) ∈ [0, T ] × {R } (1.3)

∂V

∂t
+ δ(0)

∂V

∂r
= 0 (t, r) ∈ [0, T ] × {0 } (1.4)

and final condition

V (T, r) = K (1.5)

is given. by assuming that R is bounded, then one has to give a boundary condition at r= R in order
to have a unique solution. Applying the change of variable τ = T − t in the ITO process for in-
terest rate is appropriate to avoid this problem. Then equations (1.2)- (1.5)can be rewritten as follows

∂V

∂τ
=

ω2(r)

2

∂2V

∂r2
+ (−γ(r) r + δ(r) + λ(r)ω(r))

∂V

∂r
− rV (τ, r) ∈ [0, T ]× [0, R] (1.6)

∂V

∂τ
= δ(0)

∂V

∂r
(τ, r) ∈[0, T ] × {0 } (1.7)

∂V

∂τ
= (−γ(R) + δ(R))

∂V

∂r
−RV (τ, r) ∈[0, T ] × {R } (1.8)

V (0, r) = K (1.9)

If the market price of risk of interest rate is assumed to be known, the initial-boundary value problem
can have a unique solution for 0 < τ < T . However we can not directly know the market price of
risk of interest rate from financial markets because interest rate is non-traded security. Therefore
we must have additional market data in order to determine the pair of functions V (τ, r) and λ(t)
satisfying (1.6)-(1.9), which is called the inverse problem for derivative securities of interest rate.This
paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we reducing (1.6)-(1.9) to an inverse problm, and explain
implication of regularization strategies for solving the inverse problem so we use Tikhonov regular-
ization functional can be estimated market price of risk. In section 3, we introduce a relatively quick
algorithm for estimating market price of risk. in Section 4, we present a summary of numerical
results.

2 Main results
In this section, we will use relatively algorithm to approximate the market price of risk, by presenting
a numerical test and numerical results, we show that this method is a very effective method.
Example : The given model of market price of risk for interest rate is λ(t) = T − t In computing, let
K=100, τ ∈ [0, 1], r ∈ [0, 1], ∆r = ∆τ = 0.01 and −γ(r)r + δ(r) = 0.5− r andω(r) = r(1− r). The
error of the additional data is 30Numerical results are shown in fig1 and fig2
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Figure 1: Result of 2nd iteration

Figure 2: Result of 2nd iteration
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Abstract

The ”COGARCH” model as a continuous-time analogue to the discrete time GARCH stochastic
volatility model of Engle and Bollerslev by a single source of variation was introduced. The proposed
COGARCH model arisen from a pure jump Levy process. The option pricing under COGARCH model
was considered in the literature. Here, we uses information on VIX to improve the empirical performance
of COGARCH models for pricing options on the S&P 500.

Keywords: Continuous time series, option pricing, VIX
Mathematics Subject Classification [2010]: 13D45, 39B42

1 Introduction

The financial world and academic researchers are facing challenges to create and apply more reliable math-
ematical models and methods to manage financial risks. This paper provides theoretical and empirical
research for robust volatility models in financial risk management and option pricing. The recent literature
has developed approaches for parameter estimation and index option pricing using information on the VIX
index to improve the option pricing performance of continuous time series models and also reduces the com-
putational burden. VIX derivatives have been studied by many papers (see for example, Lin and Chang,
2010 , and references therein) or volatility-forecasting (see, for example, Poon and Granger 2003 and refer-
ences therein). Kanniainen et. al. (2014) used information on VIX to improve the empirical performance
of GARCH models for pricing options on the S& P 500. Secondly, discrete-time models such as ARMA
and GARCH model dominate the time series literature. One of the reasons of unpopularity of non-affine
continuous time series model is that with most of them, no (semi-closed) solutions are available for option
valuation and option prices can be computed only through method of moments or Monte Carlo simulation
or by using approximations (see, for example, Mller 2010 , Hauge et al. 2007 ). An aim of this research
to develop estimation approaches for the continuous time version of some classical discrete time processes
using data on returns time series, VIX index, and options.

2 The COGARCH model

The stock price fluctuation is driven by a COGARCH process G = (Gt)t≥0 with its accompanying volatility
process (σt)t≥0, and, further, the stock price is assumed to fall to zero at a default time τ , if default occurs,
after which it stays at that level. Before default the stock price process satisfies

dSt = St−dRt, S0 > 0 ,

where R = (Rt)t≥0, the cumulative return process, is driven by the COGARCH process G in the following
sense:

dRt = [rt + λ(σt−)σt−]dt+ σt−dLt .
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2 Mohsen Rezapour

Here the volatility (σt2)t≥0 follows the following dynamics

dσ2
t = (β − ησ2

t−)dt+ φσ2
t−d[L,L]t , t ≥ 0 (1)

for constants β > 0, η ≥ 0 and φ ≥ 0. Here [L,L]t denotes the quadratic variation process of L, defined for
t > 0 by

[L,L]t := σ2
t +

∑
0<s≤t

(∆Ls)
2 = σ2

t + [Lt, Lt]
d , (2)

with [Lt, Lt]
d denoting the pure jump component of [L,L] and ∆Lt = Lt − Lt− for t ≥ 0. Now assume

that L satisfying E[Lt] = 0 and E[L2
t ] = t. This assumption is in fact no restriction, but ensures that the

parameters can be identified. Then define a martingale M with unit variance rate as

Mt =
[L,L]t − E[L,L]t√

E
[
([L,L]t − E[L,L]t)2

] =
[L,L]t − t

∫
R x

2Π(dx)√∫
R x

4Π(dx)
, t ≥ 0 . (3)

Then we can write the variance equation (1) as

dσ2
t = κ(σ̄2 − σ2

t−)dt+ νσ2
t−dMt , t > 0 , (4)

where

κ = η − φ, σ̄2 =
β

η − φ
ν = φ

√∫
R
x4Π(dx) ,

and Π is the Levy measure of L. The Q-dynamics of σ2
t are given by the risk-neutral version of (4), i.e.:

dσ2
t = κQ((σ̄Q)2 − σ2

t−)dt+ νQσ2
t−dM

Q
t , t > 0 , (5)

where κQ, (σ̄Q)2, and νQ are the potentially adjusted parameters, and MQ is the bracket process of L
centered to 0 and scaled to unit variance rate given in (3) (See e.g. [10] for more details).

3 Pricing European options

A European call option on an asset S with maturity date T and strike price K is defined as a contingent
claim that gives its holder the right (but not the obligation) to buy the asset at date T for a fixed price K.

Since the holder can immediately sell the asset at its prevailing price recovering the positive part of the
difference ST −K, the option can be seen as an asset that pays to its holder the payoff H(ST ) = (ST −K)+

at date T . In the same way a put option is defined as an option with payoff (K − ST )+.

The price of a call option may be expressed as the risk-neutral conditional expectation of the payoff:

Ct(T,K) = e−r(T−t)EQ[(St −K)+|Ft] (6)

where EQ is the expectations under the risk neutral measure. By a Monte Carlo arguments we can approx-
imate the option pricing under COGARCH model.

4 VIX

By theortical definition of VIX we have

V IX2
t,T × 10−4 =

2

T

(
− log

St
Ft(t+ T )

− EQ
(

log
St+T
St

))
. (7)
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Estimating and using COGARCH models with VIX data for option pricing 3

We have

EP (log(St)) = EP
(∫ t

0
[rs + λ(σs−)σs−]ds+

∫ t

0
σs−dLs

)
But under assumption of model (1), we have

EP (

∫ t

0
σ2
s−ds) =

∫ t

0
EP (σ2

s−)ds

=
βt

η − φ
∫
R y

2ΠL(dy)
+ (EPσ2

0−
β

η − φ
∫
R y

2ΠL(dy)
)

∫ t

0
e
s

(
−η+φ

∫
R y

2ΠL(dy)

)
ds

See Proposition 4.1 in [9]. We also have

EP
(∫ t

0
σs−dLs

)
= 0 .

See Proposition 5.1 in [9].

EQ(

∫ t

0
σ2
s−ds) =

βQt

ηQ − φQ
+ (EQσ2

0−
βQ

ηQ − φQ
)

∫ t

0
es(−η

Q+φQ)ds

=
βQt

ηQ − φQ
+ (EQσ2

0−
βQ

ηQ − φQ
)
1− et(−ηQ+φQ)

ηQ − φQ
(8)

EQ
(∫ t

0
σs−dLs

)
= 0 . (9)

Therefore, we have

EQt

[
log

St+T
St

]
=

∫ T

t
rsds+ λ

βQT

ηQ − φQ
+ λ(σ2

t −
βQ

ηQ − φQ
)
1− e(t+T )(−ηQ+φQ)

ηQ − φQ
.

Now by calculation of the expectation under assumption of risk-neutral measure Q given in (5), we may
calculate the square VIX. As in Duan and Yeh (2010), by the generic payoff expansion result of Carr and
Madan (2001), the theoretical value of the squared VIX can be reduced to

V IX2
t,T × 10−4 =

2

T

(
− log

St
Ft(t+ T )

− EQt
[

log
St+T
St

])
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Abstract

In this talk, I will introduce a new family of infinitely smooth and ”nearly” locally supported radial

basis functions (RBFs), derived from the general solution of a heat equation arising from the American

option pricing problem. These basis functions are expressed in terms of ”the repeated integrals of the

complementary error function” and provide highly efficient tools to solve the free boundary partial differ-

ential equation resulting from the related option pricing model. I show first that an integral operator with

a function-dependent lower limit is a useful tool to prove the radial positive definiteness of the proposed

basis functions and could be of independent interest in the RBF theory. I then show that using the intro-

duced functions as expansion bases in the context of an RBF–based meshless collocation scheme, we could

exactly impose the transparent boundary condition accompanying the heat equation. In the remainder,

the condition numbers of the resulting collocation matrices are shown to be orders of magnitude less than

those arising from other popular RBF families used in current literature. Some other properties of these

bases such astheir Fourier transforms as well as some useful representations in terms of positive Borel

measures will also be discussed. This is a joint work with Seyed-Mohammad-Mahdi Kazemi and Mahdi

Dehghan.
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Abstract

Financial institutions have to set appropriate tradeoff between cash inflows and cash outflows in

different levels such as customer level, customer group and all cash flows in bank. We introduce some

important deposits and credit facilities in Islamic banking. Modeling of cash flows to find effective rate

of return is a vital key in banks. All banks face to some limitations consist of internal limitation, Central

bank requirements and basel committee provisions. In this research, we find optimized weights of deposits

and credit facilities and compare them with real cash flows. Credit division and financial division can

make better decisions based on these results.
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A fast algorithm to solve LCP’s arising from option pricing problems
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Abstract

We are aimed to develop a direct algorithm to solve linear complementarity problems (LCP’s) arising
from the American option pricing problem. We discretize the variational inequality of American options
in temporal direction and obtain a sequence of linear complementarity problems in Rm. We develop an
algorithm base on the active set strategy to solve the LCP’s. The active set strategy in general needs
O(2mm3) operations to solve m dimensional LCP’s. Using Thomas algorithm we develop a method with
order of complexity O(m) which can extremely speed up the computations.

Keywords: Variational inequalities, Linear complementarity problems, American options, Active set
strategy

Mathematics Subject Classification [2010]: 35R35, 58E35

1 Introduction

Under the standard Black-Scholes model, the vale of an American option satisfies a free boundary partial
differential equation which is equivalent to a variational inequality problem as follows (see [4, 5])

ut(x, t)− Lu(x, t) ≥ 0, (x, t) ∈ (0,∞)× (0, T ),
u(x, t) ≥ h(x),
(u− h) (ut(x, t)− Lu(x, t)) = 0,
u(0, t) = E, limx→∞ u(x, t) = 0.

(1)

Where h(x) = max{E − x, 0} and L is the Black-Scholes partial differential operator introduced by

Lu(x, t) = 1

2
σ2S2uxx(x, t) + rxux(x, t)− ru(x, t).

In (1), u(x, t) denotes the price of option at time t when the spot price of underlying asset is x. The
“strike price” E, “volatility” σ, “interest rate” r and “maturity” T are all positive constants. The domain
of problem (1) has shown in Figure 1. The theory of free boundary problems is closely related to “linear
complementarity problems” and “variational inequality problems”. For a detailed discussion of this relation
we refer the reader to [2]. Two basic references on the complementarity problems and variational inequalities
are [1] and [3]. We use the implicit Euler method to discretize (1) in temporal direction and obtain a sequence
of variational inequality problems. Discretization of each variational inequality problem using linear finite
element method leads to a linear complementarity problem (LCP) in a finite dimensional Euclidean space.
After suitable change of variables, each LCP can be written as follows

Find x ∈ Rm such that


x ≥ 0,
Mx+ b ≥ 0,
x⊤ (Mx+ b) = 0.

(2)

Where M is a tridiagonal coefficients matrix and b is the right hand side vector of the finite element method.
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2 Mojtaba Moradipour

Figure 1: The domain of problem (1). Before the free boundary (early exercise curve) Sf (t), the solution u
coincides with the payoff function h(x) and we have ut − Lu > 0. In the right hand of free boundary, the
equation ut − Lu = 0 holds. xmax is a theoretically upper bound for the early exercise curve Sf (t).

2 Main results

Several direct and iterative methods have been proposed to solve problems of type (2). A naive direct
algorithm to solve (2) is the active set strategy which we describe in the sequel.

2.1 The active set strategy

Let y = Mx+b, the third statement in (2) means that for each i we have xiyi = 0 i.e. at least one of xi,yi

is zero. Given the index set I = {1, 2, . . . ,m} we partition I into two sets

A = { i | i ∈ I and yi > 0}

F = { i | i ∈ I and yi = 0}

We rewrite the system y = Mx+ b as[
yA
yF

]
=

[
MAA MAF
MFA MFF

] [
xA
xF

]
+

[
bA
bF

]
but yA > 0 implies that xA = 0 so[

yA
0

]
=

[
MAA MAF
MFA MFF

] [
0
xF

]
+

[
bA
bF

]
hence [

yA
0

]
=

[
MAFxF + bA
MFFxF + bF

]
the elements of solution x which are correspond to F are computed by

xF = −M−1
FFbF . (3)

Algorithm 2.1.
(
The active set strategy

)
1. choose a partition {A,F} of the index set I
2. compute xF = −M−1

FFbF and yA = MAFxF + bA

3. if xF ≥ 0,yA ≥ 0 then

[
0
xF

]
is a solution for (2) and stop the algorithm

else choose another partition of I and go to stage 2.
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A fast algorithm to solve LCP’s arising from option pricing problems 3

There are 2m possible partitions for the index set I. Computing xF from (3) needs O(m3) operation in
the worst case (for full matrices), hence the complexity order of the active set strategy in the worst case is
O(2mm3). In the next section we will show that for our specific problems the active set strategy needs only
O(m) operations.

2.2 Modification of the active set strategy for American options

Figure 2: Solution u(x, t) across the obstacle h(x) at time tn. Before the position of free boundary, the
solution u coincides with the payoff function h(x) and the inequality Mx+ b > 0 holds. In the right hand
side of free boundary we have the equation Mx+ b = 0.

The free boundary of problem (1), divides the computational domain into two partitions (see figure 2) named
A = {1, 2, . . . i−1} and F = {i, i+2, . . . ,m}. We choose an initial guess for i and compute xF form formula
(3) then we check the conditions in the third stage of algorithm 2.1. Since M is tridiagonal, we can apply
the Thomas algorithm to compute xF .

Algorithm 2.2.
(
Active set strategy for American options

)
1. Choose the partitions A = {1, 2, . . . i− 1} and F = {i, i+ 2, . . . ,m}
2. Solve the system MFFxF = bF by Thomas algorithm and compute yA = MAFxF + bA

3. if xF ≥ 0,yA ≥ 0 then

[
0
xF

]
is a solution for (2) and stop the algorithm

else set i := i− 1 and go to stage 2.

For American options there is a theoretically upper bound for the position of free boundary which has
shown in figure 1 by xmax. We use xmax to build the initial guess for i. In the third stage of algorithm
2.2 when we decrease i, the dimension of matrix MFF will be increased. We obtain a recursive formula to
find xF in each iteration. Since the initial guess of i has been chosen near the free boundary, after a few

iterations the solution

[
0
xF

]
will be found. Finally we have the following theorem.

Theorem 2.1. The algorithm 2.2 to solve the LCP (2) only needs O(m) operations.
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Abstract

In this paper, we consider American option problems under jump-diffusion models with regime-
switching. We have established the put-call duality and determined the early exercise prices at the option
expiration. A finite element method is proposed to solve the truncated free boundary problems. Numer-
ical results are presented to examine the convergence of our finite element method and the properties of
the American option prices and the early exercise prices.

Keywords: American option, finite element method, Lévy process, regime switching, partial integro-
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1 Introduction

In the last decades, the problem of pricing and hedging American options has been investigated extensively in
the computational finance literature. The standard geometric Brownian motion model (GBM) (also known
as the Black-Scholes-Merton model (BSM) as a benchmark for pricing options, has a number of deficiencies
such as ignoring market jumps, considering market volatility as a constant factor (which is not consistent
with the volatility smile effect) and resulting in a thin-tailed return distribution. To overcome these problems,
a number of alternative models have been appeared in the finance literature such as stochastic volatility
models, jump–diffusion models [2] and regime switching models [1]. Recent research has shown that these
models produce better results in fitting market data because they explain the jump patterns exhibited by
some financial assets and have the potential to capture a wide variety of implied volatility skews in real
world options data. In recent years, research is directed to create more realistic models of American options
by combining different models like e.g. stochastic volatility plus jump–diffusion models. However, they are
more difficult to handle numerically in contrast to the basic Black–Scholes model.

Regime switching (RS) model as an alternative to the BSM is computationally inexpensive compared to
stochastic volatility and jump-diffusion models. The RS models offer a range of desired properties like the
time varying structure of the risk premium, implied volatility smile and skew. Since the pioneering paper
of Hamilton, regime switching models have been applied to many econo-financial phenomena such as the
business cycle analysis, identification of speculative bubbles, interest rate regime shifts, asset pricing with
regime dependent preferences and evolution of realized volatilities, etc.

There is no research works on the put call parity of American options and the early exercise prices at
the option expiration time (asymptotic behavior) under this model. In this paper we have also established
the put-call duality of American call and put options under some assumptions on the model parameters
and determined the early exercise prices at the option expiration. Then we apply the finite element method
proposed in [4] to solve American option problems under the jump-diffusion models with regime-switching.
In particular, we consider two popular jump-diffusion models: the Merton’s model and Kou’s model.
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2

2 Problem

2.1 American options under Regime Switching Jump Diffusion Model

We assume that the economy switches from one state to the other state governed by a finite state continuous
time Markov chain X(t) with the state space {1, . . . , n}. Let the matrix Q = (qi,j)n×n be the rate matrix
of the chain. When the economy is in the i-th state (i.e., X(t) = i), the asset price process S(t) is assumed
to follow the jump-diffusion model:

dS(t)

S(t−)
= µidt+ σidW (t) + dZi(t), t > 0,

where µi = ri − di, ri is the interest rate, di is the dividend rate, σi is the volatility, and Zi(t) is a
compensated compound Poisson process, independent of the Wiener process Wt under the measure Q. As
usual, the process Zi(t) is specified as

Zi(t) =

Ni(t)∑
n=1

(
eJi,n − 1

)
− λiεit,

where Ni(t) is a Poisson process with the risk-neutral intensity λi and {Ji,j}∞j=1 is a sequence of independent
and identically distributed random variables. For the Merton’s model and Kou’s model, the probability
density functions of the random variable Ji,1 are specified as follows:

gi(y) =
1√
2πδi

e
− (y−mi)

2

2δ2
i (1)

and

gi(y) = ωiηi,1e
−ηi,1y1{y≥0} + (1− ωi)ηi,2eηi,2y1{y<0} (2)

respectively, where mi ∈ R, δi > 0, ηi,1 > 1, ηi,2 > 0, and ωi ∈ (0, 1).

Consider an American call option with strike price $K and expiry date T years. Let Ci(S, t) be the
option price when the economy is in the i-th state. Then we have

Ci(S, t) = sup
τ∈S

EQ
[
e−

∫ τ
t rX(s)ds

(
S(τ)−K

)+∣∣S(t) = S,X(t) = i
]
,

where S is the set of all stopping times taking values in interval [t, T ]. As usual, there is an early exercise
price Sci (t) such that the option should be exercised when the stock price S ≥ Sci (t) at time t in the i-th
state of economy. Otherwise, the option should be held. The set D1,i = (0, Sci (t)) × [0, T ] is known as the
continuation region and the set D2,i = [Sci (t),∞) × [0, T ] is called as the exercise region. It is known that

C(S, t) = (C1(S, t), . . . , Cn(S, t))T solve the following free boundary value problem:

∂Ci
∂t

(S, t) + BiC(S, t) = 0, 0 < S < Sci (t), 0 ≤ t ≤ T, (3)

Ci(S, t) > (S −K)+, 0 < S < Sci (t), 0 ≤ t ≤ T, (4)

Ci(S, t) = S −K, S ≥ Sci (t), 0 ≤ t ≤ T, (5)

∂Ci
∂S

(Sci (t), t) = 1, 0 ≤ t < T, (6)

Ci(0, t) = 0, 0 ≤ t ≤ T, (7)

Ci(S, T ) = (S −K)+, S ≥ 0, (8)
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where

Bi = Bi,1 + Bi,2 + Bi,3,

Bi,1C(S, t) =
1

2
σ2i S

2∂
2Ci
∂S2

(S, t) + µiS
∂Ci
∂S

(S, t)− riCi(S, t),

Bi,2C(S, t) =
n∑
j=1

qi,jCj(S, t),

Bi,3C(S, t) = λi

∫
R

(
Ci (Sey, t)− Ci(S, t)− S (ey − 1)

∂Ci
∂S

(S, t)

)
gi(y)dy.

2.2 The Put-Call Duality

We establish the relationship between the American call and put prices with the PDIE approach. In
particular, we will show that under some conditions about the parameters, the put-call duality for American
call and put options for jump diffusion regime switching models is as

Ci(S, t) =
S

K
Pi

(
K2

S
, t

)
, (9)

Sci (t)S
p
i (t) = K2. (10)

We can see that above relation holds under the Merton’s model and Kou’s model when we have

δc = δp, mc = −mp − (δp)2 , λc = λp(1 + εp) (11)

for the Merton’s model and

ηc1 = ηp2 + 1, ηc2 = ηp1 − 1, (12)

λc = λp
(
ωpηp1
ηp1 − 1

+
(1− ωp)ηp2
ηp2 + 1

)
, ωc =

(1− ωp) (ηp1 − 1) ηp2
(1− ωp) (ηp1 − 1) ηp2 + ωpηp1(ηp2 + 1)

(13)

for the Kou’s model.

2.3 The Early Exercise Prices at the Option Expiration

We determine the early exercise prices at the option expiration and show that Sci (t) is a decreasing function
of t and Sci (T ) ≥ K.
Therefore, we will obtain for American call options under jump diffusion regime switching model

Sci (T ) =


K if φi(1) ≤ 0,

K

x∗i
if φi(1) > 0,

(14)

where x∗i is the unique zero of φi in interval (0, 1):

φi(x) = rix− d+ λi

∫ lnx

−∞
(x− ey)gi(y)dy,

and for American put options

Spi (T ) =

{
K if ψi(1) ≤ 0,

x∗iK if ψi(1) > 0,
(15)

where

ψi(x) = dix− ri + λi(1 + εi)

∫ lnx

−∞
(x− ey)g̃i(y)dy.
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2.4 A Finite Element Method

We consider finite element approximations to the free boundary problem (3)–(8) for the call option. Define
the new unknown functions

wi(x, t) = ui(x, t)− fi(x, t), i = 1, 2.

Let

W =
{
v : v ∈ L2(0, T ;H1

0 (Ω)), vt ∈ L2(0, T ;H−1(Ω)), v ≥ 0 a.e. in Ω× [0, T ]
}

and

V = {v ∈ H1
0 (Ω), v ≥ 0 on Ω},

Then we have the variational problem over a truncated domain Ω = (X1, X2): Find wi ∈W such that

(wi,t, v − wi) +Ai(w, v − wi) ≥ eβitGi(v − wi), ∀v ∈ V, i = 1, 2, (16)

where

w = (w1, w2),

Ai = Ai,1 +Ai,2 +Ai,3,
Ai,1(w, v) = γi(wi,x, vx) + (νiwi,x + κiwi, v),

Ai,2(w, v) = − (ξi,3−iw3−i, v) ,

Ai,3(w, v) = − (Kiwi, v(x)) ,

Gi(v) =

∫ X2

0
eαix(c1ie

x + c2i)v(x)dx+

∫ X2

X1

Hi(x)v(x)dx+ γiv(0),

Hi(x) = λi

∫ +∞

0
eαix(ez − 1)gi(z − x)dz,

c1i = γi(1 + αi)
2 − νi(1 + αi)− βi − κi − qii,

c2i = βi − γiα2
i + νiαi + κi + qii.

Let Vh be the piecewise linear element subspace of V . The finite element approximation to the variational
problem (16) is: For m = 1, 2, . . . ,M , find wm1,h, w

m
2,h ∈ Vh such that

(
δtw

m
i,h, v − wmi,h

)
+Ai

(
w
m− 1

2
h , v − wmi,h

)
≥ eβitm− 1

2 Gi
(
v − wmi,h

)
, ∀v ∈ Vh, i = 1, 2, (17)

where wmh =
(
wm1,h, w

m
2,h

)
, and

δtw
m
i,h =

wmi,h − w
m−1
i,h

km
, w

m− 1
2

i,h =
1

2

(
wmi,h + wm−1i,h

)
, km = tm − tm−1.

Theorem 2.1. We have the following stability estimate:

M
max
m=1
‖wm‖2 + k

M∑
m=1

‖wmx ‖2 ≤ C

provided that the mesh ration k
h2

is sufficiently small, where ‖ · ‖ denotes the norm of (L2(Ω))2 and C is a
positive constant independent of wmh , h and km.

Denote the basis functions of Vh by φ1, . . . , φN−1. Write

wmi,h(x) =
N−1∑
j=1

wmij φj(x),
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Let

Wm
i =

(
wmi1 , . . . , w

m
i(N−1)

)T
, i = 1, 2.

Then we have the following linear complementarity problems (LCP) for (17):{
Ai,1W

m
1 +Ai,2W

m
2 +Ai,3W

m
i ≥ Gmi , Wm

i ≥ 0,

(Ai,1W
m
1 +Ai,2W

m
2 +Ai,3W

m
i −Gmi )T Wm

i = 0,
(18)

for i = 1, 2, m = 1, 2, . . . ,M , where

Ai,i = ((φk, φl) +
1

2
kmAi,1(φk, φl))(N−1)×(N−1),

Ai,3−i =

(
1

2
kmAi,2(φk, φl)

)
(N−1)×(N−1)

,

Ai,3 =

(
1

2
kmAi,3(φk, φl)

)
(N−1)×(N−1)

,

Gmi = kme
βitm− 1

2 Fmi +Bi,iW
m−1
1 −Ai,3−iWm−1

3−i −Ai,3W
m−1
i ,

Fmi = (Fi (φ1) , . . . , Fi (φN−1))
T ,

Bi,i = ((φk, φl)−
1

2
kmAi,1(φk, φl))(N−1)×(N−1).

3 Conclusion

In this paper, we considered American option problems under jump-diffusion regime-switching models. We
have established the put-call duality and determined the early exercise prices at the option expiration. We
also applied a finite element method to get the options prices and obtained the error estimates. To examine
the proposed method, we implemented the method in a C++ class. Our method’s advantage is that it works
for general jump distribution under any finite number of regimes. Numerical results also demonstrated the
hight accuracy and speed of our algorithm for finding both the American option prices and the early exercise
prices.
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Abstract

Deposit insurances were blamed for encouraging the excessive risk-taking behavior during the 2008
financial crisis. The main reason for this destructive behavior was “moral hazard risk”, usually caused
by inappropriate insurance policies. While this concept is known and well-studied for ordinary insurance
contracts, yet needs to be further investigated for insurances on financial positions. In this paper, we set
up a simple theoretical framework for a bank that buys an insurance policy to protect its position against
market losses. The main objective is to find the optimal insurance contract that does not produce the risk
of moral hazard, while keeping the bank’s position solvent. In a general setup we observe that an optimal
policy is a multi-layer policy. In particular, we obtain a closed form solution for the optimal insurance
contracts when a bank measures its risk by either Value at Risk or Conditional Value at Risk. We show
the optimal solutions for these two cases are two-layer policies.

Keywords: Deposit insurance, solvency, risk measure and premium, Black-Scholes model, moral hazard,
VaR, CVaR, stop-loss
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1 Introduction

An important lesson from the 2008 financial crisis is that an underestimated moral hazard risk can be
destructive. Whilst this fact was widely known in insurance, it is rather new in the banking industry. Moral
hazard is a phenomenon in which some agents take excessive risk because they know that the potential costs
of taking further risk will be covered by other agents and/or the government.

An extensive use of deposit insurances in the financial sector caused excessive risk-taking behavior. In
the years prior to the 2008 financial crisis, financial institutions, like banks and in particular hedge funds,
bought deposit insurances in order to protect their investments. As a result, financial institutions could
venture riskier investments, by transferring the big losses to the insurance companies; see [5], [7] and [8].
This was a reason for huge risk-taking behaviors which caused big losses in 2008.

In a banking system, moral hazard is a result of the absence of enough prudential policies. While, the
minimum capital requirement is aimed to partly prevent the excessive risk-taking behavior by putting banks
equity at risk, it can also encourage further risk-taking behavior. After 2008, it is proven that neither these
measures nor any other prudential regulatory law can prevent another crisis unless the excessive risk-taking
behavior is controlled, see [6].

The key to prevent the risk of moral hazard is that the financial system must not be used for reckless
gambling inspired by excessive risk-taking behavior. In general, there are two methods to reduce the excessive
risk-taking behavior. First, introducing ex-ante policies which enforce banks to bear part of any loss they
impose to the system, and second, introducing ex-post policies which penalizes the excessive risky behaviors.

In this paper, we have chosen to set an ex-ante policy. In this approach, the risk of moral hazard is
reduced by setting contracts that both the insurer and the insuree are being made partially responsible for the
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2 Hirbod Assa, Ramin Okhrati

losses. We consider a bank that seeks an optimal insurance contract that does not produce any risk of moral
hazard, while also keeping the bank’s position solvent. By adopting a complete market model as in [9], where
the author treated a deposit contract as an option, we will characterize the optimal contracts. Ultimately,
we use α-percent Value at Risk and Conditional Value at Risk for the minimum capital requirement2, and
we observe that the optimal contracts are two-layer polices whose upper and lower retention levels are
completely determined.

Our work is important from two perspectives: first, we introduce a mathematical framework to design
deposit insurances that cannot impose the risk of moral hazard to the financial system. Second, we use
actuarial mathematics methods that are rather new in related finance and banking problems. A similar
approach is applied in [2], where a risk management under prudential policies is discussed. The problem
of insurance and re-insurance design with no risk of moral hazard is very well studied in the literature of
actuarial science, for instance in [4] and more recently in [1].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces some mathematical notion and a
model set-up for a bank balance sheet. In Section 3, general optimal solutions are discussed.

2 Model Set-up

Let (Ω,P,F) be a complete probability space, where Ω is the set of all scenarios, P is the physical probability
measure, and F is a σ- field of measurable subsets of Ω. We denote the set of all random variables by
L0 = L0 (Ω,F). Furthermore, E represents the mathematical expectation with respect to P.

In this paper, we assume that contracts (policies) are issued at t = 0, let say the beginning of a policy
year, and liabilities are settled at t = T , the maturity time or the end of the year. A random variable
represents losses of a policy and for any X ∈ L0, the cumulative distribution function associated with X is
denoted by FX . The constant risk-free interest rate is denoted by r ≥ 0.

Let us consider a bank with an initial capital3 e−rT b, and a non-negative loss random variable L ≥ 0 at
time T . By buying an optimal insurance contract, the bank wants to hedge its global position by transferring
part of its losses to an insurance company. If we denote the insurance policy by a non-negative random
variable I at time T , it has to satisfy 0 ≤ I ≤ L. The value of the insurance policy is given by a premium
function π : D → R at time 0, where D ⊆ L0 is the domain of π. Therefore, the bank’s global loss position
is composed of four parts: the initial capital at time 0 i.e., e−rT b, the global loss i.e., L, the insurance policy
i.e., −I, and the premium payed for the insurance policies at time 0, i.e., π (I) which accumulates to erTπ (I)
at time T . Therefore, a simplified balance sheet of the bank’s position at time T is given as follows

Equity Liability Total Balance Total Loss

b+ I − erTπ (I) −L b+ I − erTπ (I)− L erTπ (I) + L − b− I

Table 1: The bank’s balance sheet at time T .

The bank is solvent if its global position is solvent. To measure the solvency we use a risk measure; for
instance, Value at Risk (VaR) or Conditional Value at Risk (CVaR). We recall that VaR is recommended
in the Basel II accord for the banking system and also in the Solvency II for the insurance industry. In this
paper, % denotes the risk measure recommended by regulator. The bank is solvent if its capital b is adequate
for the solvency i.e., %

(
erTπ (I) + L − b− I

)
≤ 0. In other words, the position erTπ (I) +L− b− I does not

produces any risk. Therefore, an optimal decision for the bank is to buy the cheapest insurance contract
i.e., 

minπ(I),

%(erTπ (I) + L − b− I) ≤ 0,

0 ≤ I ≤ L.
(1)

2As recommended in the Basel II accord and Solvency II
3For technical reasons, we assume the value of b at time T and discount it to make it comparable to today’s value.
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Next, we use a more specific model for the bank’s asset. Our paper follows an approach similar to [9],
assuming that the market is composed of a risk-free asset and the risky asset that is modeled by a geometric
Brownian motion. If the asset price at time t ∈ [0, T ] is denoted by St, then we assume that it follows:{

dSt = µStdt+ σStdWt,

S0 > 0,

where Wt is a standard Wiener process, and the constants µ and σ are respectively the drift and volatility.

We suppose that the bank’s loss is a non-negative and non-increasing function of its assets value. In
mathematical terms, L = L (ST ), where L : R→ R+ ∪ {0} is a non-increasing function. A natural example
is losses due to negative returns

Ln(x) =

{
erTS0 − x, if x ≤ erTS0,

0, if x > erTS0.
(2)

Assumption 1 . We assume that there is no risk of moral hazard. If we suppose that both the bank
and insurance loss random variables are non-decreasing functions of the global loss variable, then the risk
of moral hazard is ruled out, as both sides are exposed to any increase in the global loss, see for example
[3]. Therefore we assume that I = f(L) where both f and id − f are non-decreasing (here id denotes the
identity function).

Definition 2.1. A distortion risk measure %Π (or simply %) is a mapping from DΠ to R defined as

%Π(X) =

∫ 1

0
VaRt(X)dΠ%(t). (3)

where Π% : [0, 1]→ [0, 1] is a non-decreasing and cádlág function such that Π(0) = 1−Π(1) = 0.

Assumption 2. We suppose that % is a distortion risk measure and it satisfies the following regularity
condition

lim
n→∞

%(X ∧ n) = %(X) for all random variables X in L0. (4)

The main results are presented in the next section, but first, we need to introduce some notation. Let

B = b− %(L), Φ% (t) := 1−Π% (t) , Φ%
L (t) := Φ% (FL (t)) ,Φπ̄

L (t) = N

 (µ−r)
√
T

σ +
log

(
L−1(t)
S0

)
−
(
µ−σ

2

2

)
T

σ
√
T

 (N

is standard normal distribution), and

θ∗ := argmin
θ≥0

(∫ ∞
0

(
Φπ̄
L (t) + θ

(
Φπ̄
L (t)− Φ%

L (t)
))

+
dt+Bθ

)
,

note that here (x)+ = max {x, 0}.

3 Main results

Theorem 3.1. If Assumptions 1 and 2 hold, and if m = µ− r ≥ 0, the optimal solution to (1) is given by
I = f∗(L), where f∗(x) =

∫ x
0 h
∗(t)dt, and

1. If θ∗ > 0

h∗ (t) =

{
1, if Φπ̄

L (t) < θ∗

1+θ∗Φ
%
L (t) ,

0, if Φπ̄
L (t) > θ∗

1+θ∗Φ
%
L (t) ,

and

∫ ∞
0

(
Φπ̄
L (t)− Φ%

L (t)
)
h∗(t)dt = B,
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2. If θ∗ = 0
h∗(t) = 0.

Corollary 3.2. If in addition to Assumptions 1, 2 and m = µ− r ≥ 0, the following condition holds

∀θ ≥ 0,

{
0 ≤ t < esssup (L) |Φπ̄

L (t) =
θ

1 + θ
Φ%
L (t)

}
is of Lebesgue measure zero,

then the optimal solution to problem (1) is given by

h∗ = 1{Φπ̄L< θ∗
1+θ∗Φ%L}.

The next theorem shows that for the particular risk measure VaRα, the optimal deposit insurances are
indeed stop-loss policies. A similar result can be obtained for CVaRα.

Theorem 3.3. If % = VaRα, m = µ − r ≥ 0, and the assumptions of Corollary 3.2 hold, then the optimal
insurance contract I is a two-layer policy with upper retention level u = F−1

L (α) = VaRα (L) and a lower
retention level l given as a solution to

π̄ (min {L − l, 0}) + b = π̄ (min {L,VaRα(L)}) . (5)

Remark 3.4. In contrast with [9], where it is assumed that an insurance contract is a put option, our
assumptions lead to the contracts that are bounded from above.
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Abstract

European option pricing under jump-diffusion models can be modeled as a linear partial integro–
differential equation (PIDE). With localization to a bounded domain of the spatial variable, these PIDEs
are considered over a finite domain of spatial variables. The implicit–explicit finite difference approach
has been applied for time splitting and transforming the PIDE under consideration to the second–order
Dirichlet elliptic PDEs. The resulted elliptic PDEs treated with the help of the MLS collocation approach.
The optimal uniform convergence of spatial variable with MLS collocation method has been proposed for
the resulted Dirichlet elliptic PDEs.

Keywords: Option pricing; Moving least squares method; Partial integro-differential equation; Jump-
diffusion models.
Mathematics Subject Classification [2010]: 45K05 , 60G51, 60H30, 65M06, 65M70.

1 Introduction

We assume that the stock price process of an underlying asset follows an exponential jump–diffusion model,
that is, St = S0 exp(rt+Xt), where S0 is the stock price at t = 0, r the risk-free interest rate, and Xt a jump–
diffusion Lévy process. An examples of Lévy processes {Xt}t≥0, called the jump-diffusion process, is given by
Xt := bt+σWt+

∑Nt
i=1 Yi where b and σ > 0 are real constants, Yi are independent and identically distributed

random variables. Indeed, we assume that the Brownian motion Wt, Poisson process with the intensity λ,
Nt and Yi are mutually independent. The price of an European put option price expiring at time T > 0 with
strike K can be expressed as the expected value of its discounted payoff V (t, St) := E[e−r(τ−T )(K−ST )+|St]
under the risk-neutral probability measure P which satisfies the following PIDE [3]

∂V

∂t
+ LV (t, S)− rV (t, S) = 0, (S, t) ∈ [0, T )× (0,∞),

V (T, S) = max(K − S, 0),
V (t, 0) = K,
V (t,∞) = 0,

(1)

where LV (t, S) := rS ∂V∂S + σ2S2

2
∂2V
∂S2 +

∫
v(dy)[V (t, Sey)−V (t, S)−S(ey−1)∂V∂S (t, S)] and v is a Lévy measure

on R written as v(dx) = λf(x)dx where λ is the intensity of jumps and f(x) is the density function of jumps.
With the change of variables τ = T − t and x = ln( SS0

) and putting u(τ, x) = V (τ − T, S0 exp(x)) we arrive
at the following PIDE [2]

∂u

∂τ
(τ, x) =

σ2

2

∂2u

∂x2
(τ, x) + (r − σ2

2
− λξ)∂u

∂x
(τ, x)− (r + λ)u(τ, x) + λ

∫
R
u(τ, z)f(z − x)dz, (2)
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2 Mohammad Shirzadi, Mehdi Dehghan, Ali Foroush Bastani

on [0, T ] × (−∞,+∞) with the initial condition u(0, x) = max(K − S0 exp(x), 0) and ξ =
∫
R(exp(x) −

1)f(x)dx. In order to treat PIDE (2) numerically, we have to restrict the domain R of the spatial variable
to a bounded interval. It is well-known that the asymptotic behavior of the price of a European put option
is described by

lim
x→−∞

u(τ, x)− (K exp(−rτ)− S0 exp(x)) = 0, lim
x→∞

u(τ, x) = 0, τ ∈ (0, T ]. (3)

The solution of PIDE (2) can be approximated with the solution of the following localized problem with the
asymptotic behavior (3)

∂u

∂τ
(τ, x) = Lu(τ, x), (τ, x) ∈ (0, T ]× (−X,X),

u(τ, x) = max(0,K exp(−rt)− S0 exp(x)), x ∈ R\(−X,X)
u(0, x) = max(0,K − S0 exp(x)), x ∈ (−X,X).

(4)

where L is the integro-differential operator on the right-hand side of Eq. (2).

1.1 Moving least square approximation

The idea behind the MLS approximation is to solve for every point in Ω ⊂ Rd a locally weighted least
squares optimization problem. The influence of the data points can be governed by a weighted function
w : Ω × Ω → R, which become smaller the further away its arguments are from each other. Such a weight

function could be modeled such as translation-invariant weight function as w(xj , x) := φ(r) where r =
‖x−xj‖

δ
and δ is the radius of the support domain. So, for any point x in Ω, just the nodes I(x) := {j :‖ x−xj ‖2≤ δ}
are active. Then we have the following definition.

Definition 1.1. For x ∈ Ω, the value sf,X of the MLS approximant is given by sf,X(x) = p∗(x) where p∗

is the solution of the following optimization problem

min{
∑
i∈I(x)

[f(xi)− p(xi)]2w(x, xi) : p ∈ Πm(Rd)}. (5)

If for every x ∈ Ω the set {xj : j ∈ I(x)} is Πm(Rd)-unisolvent, we will show that problem (5) is uniquely
solvable. Denote a basis of Πm(Rd) by {p1, ..., pQ} where Q denotes the dimension of the Πm(Rd) given

by

(
m+ d

d

)
. Suppose the solution of the optimization problem (5) has the form p =

∑Q
j=1 bjpj . This

reduce the minimization problem (5) to finding the optimal coefficient vector b∗. By defining the following
notations

b = (b1, ..., bQ)T ∈ RQ, f̃ = (f(xi) : i ∈ I(x))T ∈ R#I(x), P := (pj(xi))
i∈I(x)
1≤j≤Q ∈ R#I(x)×Q,

D(x) := diag(w(x, xi) : i ∈ I(x)) ∈ R#I(x)×#I(x)|, R(x) := (p1, ..., pQ)T ∈ RQ,

We have to minimize the function

C(b) =
∑

i∈I(x)[f(xi)−
∑Q

j=1 bjpj(xi)]
2w(x, xi) = f̃TDf̃ − 2f̃TDPb + bTPTDPb ∈ RQ.

Since C(b) is a quadratic function in b we get a unique solution if PTDP is positive definite. We have
bTPTDPb =‖ D1/2Pb ‖2≥ 0 which yields bTPTDPb is semi-positive definite. Indeed, bTPTDPb = 0
yields Pb = 0, i.e., the polynomial p =

∑Q
j=1 bjpj vanishes on every point of I(x). Since this set is assumed

to be Πm(Rd)-unisolvent, p and hence b must be zero and this show that bTPTDPb is positive definite. So
the unique value of the quadratic form C(b) can be computed with the necessary condition ∇(C(b∗)) = 0
with the following formula

(b∗)T := f̃TDP(PTDP)−1.
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Meshfree Moving Least Squares Analysis for Option Pricing Under Jump Diffusion Models 3

So the MLS approximation take the form as

p∗(x) = (b∗)TR(x) = f̃TDP(PTDP)−1R(x). (6)

The uniform convergence of MLS approximation depends on the structure of the data site and m (the order
of basis polynomials). The data structure has to be qusi-uniform with respect to constant C > 0, i.e.,
hX,Ω ≤ CqX,Ω, where qX,Ω, is separation distance and hX,Ω is fill distance defined as qX,Ω := 1

2 mini 6=j ‖
xi−xj ‖2 and hX,Ω := supx∈Ω min1≤j≤n ‖ xi−xj ‖2. Assuming the compact set Ω ⊂ Rd satisfies an interior
cone condition with radius r and angle θ the MLS shape functions and its derivatives provide a stable local
polynomial reproduction Ω, more precisely we have the following theorem.

Theorem 1.2. [4] Suppose that Ω ⊂ Rd is compact and satisfies an interior cone condition with angle
θ ∈ (0, π/2) and radius r > 0. Let l ∈ N0 and α ∈ Nd with |α| ≤ l. Then there exist constants h0,α, C1,α,
C2,α > 0 independent of X = {x1, ..., xn} ⊂ Ω with hX,Ω ≤ h0 such that

•
∑n

j=1D
αaj(x)p(xj) = Dαp(x), ∀p ∈ Pdl ,

•
∑n

j=1 |Dαaj(x)| ≤ C1,αh
−|α|
X,Ω ,

• Dαaj(x) = 0, if ‖ x− xj ‖2≥ 2C2,αhX,Ω,

for every x ∈ Ω.

2 Main result

The differential-integro operator (4) can be split up as
∂u

∂τ
(τ, x) := Du(τ, x) + Iu(τ, x), where

Du(τ, x) :=
σ2

2

∂2u

∂x2
(τ, x) + (r − σ2

2
− λξ)∂u

∂x
(τ, x)− (r + λ)u(τ, x),

Iu(τ, x) := λ

∫
R
u(τ, z)f(z − x)dz.

(7)

and we use u instead of ū for simplification. The integral term Iu in Eq. (7) can be divided into two parts,
one on Ω = (−X,X) and another on R\Ω. The integral over R\Ω can be presented as [2]

R(τ, x,X) :=

∫
R\Ω

(K exp(−rτ)− S0 exp(z))+f(z − x)dz. (8)

which can be drived analytically and the second integral over Ω which can be approximated numerically.
The implicit-explicit time discretization of Eq. (4) yields

un+1 − ∆t

2
Dun+1 = un +

∆t

2
Dun + ∆tIun. (9)

where un := u(tn, x), and ∆t = T/N denotes time step where N is the number of time steps. Eq. (9) in
conjunction with the related boundary conditions at time tn reduce to the following second order elliptic
PDEs {

Lun = fn, in Ω,
un = gn, on ∂Ω,

(10)

where L[.] := [.]− ∆t
2 D[.], fn := un + ∆t

2 Du
n + ∆tIun and gn is the related boundary condition at time tn.

In the coming part of the paper, we concentrate on spatial approximation with error estimate of the second–
order elliptic Dirichlet PDEs (10). For spatial approximation we consider second–order elliptic PDE (10)
without index n as {

Lu = f, in Ω
u = g, on ∂Ω.

(11)
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4 Mohammad Shirzadi, Mehdi Dehghan, Ali Foroush Bastani

For the approximation of the solution of PDEs Eq. (11), choosing quasi–uniform points X = X1 ∪X2 with
X1 = {x1, ..., xn} ⊂ Ω and X2 = {xn+1, ..., xn+m} ⊂ ∂Ω, substituting the MLS approximation Eq. (6) into
Eq. (11) and collocating the differential and boundary equations at each point give{

Luh(xi) = f(xi), i = 1, ..., n
u(xi) = g(xi), i = n+ 1, ..., n+m,

(12)

finally, the solution of the Eq. (12) at the collocation points obtains by the solution of the linear system of
equations Au = b, where A is the resulting collocation matrix, u is the unknown vector of solution and b
is a vector of known forces acting at the points. In the next theorem we drive the optimal error estimate
between the solution of Eq. (11), u, and the solution of Eq. (12), uh.

Theorem 2.1. In the situation of assumption of theorem 1.2 suppose that domain Ω∗ to be the closure of
∪x∈ΩB(x, 2C2,αh0). Let uh and u ∈ Cm+1(Ω∗) denote the MLS collocation approximation and the exact solu-
tion of PDE (11) at quasi-uniform X = X1 ∪X2 where X1 = {x1, ..., xn} ⊂ Ω and X2 = {xn+1, ..., xn+m} ⊂
∂Ω with h := max{hX,Ω, hX,∂Ω} ≤ h0 . Then the approximation error between u and uh is bounded as

‖ u− uh ‖L∞(Ω)≤ Chm−1|u|Cm−1(Ω∗),

where |u|Cm−1(Ω∗) := max
|α|=m−1

‖ Dαu ‖∞.

Proof. Considering the MLS approximation as uh(x) :=
∑n

j=1 φi(x)u(xi), we have Luh(x) :=
∑n

i=1 Lφi(x)u(xi),
using Taylor expansion of u(xi) as

u(xi) =
∑
|α|≤m

Dαu(x)

α!
(x− xi)α +R(x, xi) where R(x, xi) =

∑
|α|=m+1

Dαu(ξ)

α!
(x− xi)α, (13)

where ξ lies somewhere on the line segment connecting x and xi, gives

Luh(x) :=
n∑
i=1

Lφi(x){
∑
|α|≤m

Dαu(x)

α!
(x− xi)α +R(x, xi)},

Now, by setting p(z) := (x − z)α, we obtain p(x) = 0 unless α = 0. The polynomial precision property

of the derivative of the MLS shape functions gives Luh(x) = Lu(x) +

n∑
i=1

Lφi(x)R(x, xi). Using the local

reproducing property of the derivative of the MLS shape function and noting that ‖ x − xi ‖2≤ C2,αhX,Ω,
the following error bound can be obtained for generic C,

|Luh(x)− Lu(x)| ≤ Chm−1
X,Ω |u|Cm−1(Ω∗),

supposing that all coefficient functions in L are constant, the maximum principle gives

sup
Ω
|u− uh| ≤ sup

(∂Ω)
|u− uh|+ C

∆tσ2
‖ Lu− Luh ‖L∞(Ω).

So ‖ u− uh ‖L∞(Ω)≤ Chm−1|u|Cm−1(Ω∗).

3 Simulation

Here we present an example of European option pricing under Merton model. In this test problem we used
radius of support domains as δ = Qhx,Ω with Q = 2 which yields m = 3, i.e., we consider U = {1, x, x2} as
basis function of univariate polynomial. So according to theorem 2.1 we expect second order convergence,
which the experimental order convergence can be defined as [1, 2]

p = log2

‖ u(∆x)− u(∆x/2) ‖∞
‖ u(∆x/2)− u(∆x/4) ‖∞

,
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Meshfree Moving Least Squares Analysis for Option Pricing Under Jump Diffusion Models 5

when discretization parameters ∆x and ∆t tend to zero. Here, u(∆x) shows the approximated solution with
space step ∆x. Indeed, Nt is the number of time steps and Nx is the number of spatial steps. We consider
the Merton model with the following option parameters

σ = 0.15, r = 0.05, , σJ = 0.45, µJ = −0.9, λ = 0.10, T = 0.25, K = 100.00.

Fig. 1 shows the variation of option prices at the different time level form S = 90 till S = 110 and the last
column of Table 1 shows the second-order convergence of the approximate solution as we expected.
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Figure 1: The option price plots obtained with the parameters of Example 1.

Table 1: The rate of L∞-error estimate
obtained for Example 1 with ∆t = 1e− 4.

Nx ‖ u(∆x)− u(∆x/2) ‖∞ p

64 0.545132 −−
128 0.123190 2.15
256 0.027752 2.15
512 0.006809 2.03
1024 0.001694 2.00
2048 0.000422 2.00
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Abstract

This paper is devoted to develop an efficient meshfree method based on radial basis functions (RBFs)
to solve a system of partial differential equations (PDEs) arising from pricing options under the regime
switching model. For global RBF methods, one of the major disadvantages is the computational cost and
ill-conditioning associated with the dense linear systems that arise. So, we employ one of the local meshfree
methods known as radial basis function based finite difference (RBF-FD) method. Then with an operator
splitting method, sparse and well-conditioned system of complementarity problems are solved very fast
for the American option. Numerical examples presented in the last section illustrate the robustness and
practical performance of the proposed algorithm for pricing European and American options.

Keywords: Radial basis functions, Finite difference, Option pricing, Regime switching model

Mathematics Subject Classification [2010]: 65M06, 65M70

1 Introduction

In this work, we present a numerical method to evaluate European and American options under the regime
switching model. The prices of European and American options under the regime switching are derived
by solving a system of PDEs. In [1] a global RBF collocation method for pricing the American options is
presented. For pricing American options under a regime switching stochastic process, in [3] both explicit
and implicit discretizations with the focus on methods which are unconditionally stable are investigated.
In [6], author used a tree method for pricing European and American options under the regime switching
model, and under some conditions positivity of branch probabilities is granted. In [5], authors present a
combination of the penalty method for dealing with linear complimentary problem (LCP) and an exponential
time differencing Crank-Nicolson method employed for time discretization for numerical solution of the
American option pricing problem in the regime switching model.

Meshfree methods based on RBFs are of general interest for solving PDEs, because they can provide high-
order or spectral convergence for smooth solutions in complex geometries. Most of the papers derived in this
area employ global RBF collocation methods, and lead to dense linear systems, and computational costs that
become prohibitive as the number of dimensions increase. Localized RBF approximations such as the RBF
partition of unity collocation method (RBF-PUM) and RBF-FD give an answer to deal with these issues.
In the present paper, we use RBF-FD method in spatial discretization of a system of partial differential
equations arisen from European and American option pricing problem under the regime switching model.
The matrices formed during the localized RBF-FD method will be sparse and, hence, will not suffer from
ill-conditioning and high computational costs. For temporal discretization, we apply the implicit method
with two time levels. In American options, we solve an sparse and well-conditioned disceretized LCP instead
of free boundary problem by using an operator splitting method defined in [4].
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2 Majid Haghi, Reza Mollapourasl

2 Regime switching model

Let Ui(x, τ), the value of an European option on the transformed space x for regime i, so Ui(x, τ) satisfies
the following partial differential equation [6, 3]

∂Ui

∂τ
−RUi = 0, i ∈ M := {1, 2, ...,m} (1)

with initial condition Ui(x, 0) = max(S0 − S0e
x, 0) =: g(x), for (x, τ) ∈ R× (0, T ] where

RUi :=
1

2
σ2
i

∂2Ui

∂x2
+ (ri −

1

2
σ2
i )
∂Ui

∂x
− riUi+ < QU, ei > . (2)

Also, we have the regime generator matrix defined by Q =

 q11 . . . q1m
. . . . . . . . .
qm1 . . . qmm

 . For simplicity, the

operator R is separated into RUi = DUi+ < QU, ei >, and the differential operator DUi :=
1
2σ

2
i
∂2Ui
∂x2 +

(ri − 1
2σ

2
i )

∂Ui
∂x − riUi. In order to develop a numerical scheme for partial differential equation (1), we need

to impose some boundary conditions, so let the asymptotic behavior of the European put option defined by
limx→−∞[Ui(x, τ)− S0(e

−riτ − ex)] = 0, limx→∞ Ui(x, τ) = 0.
In the following, we will give a PDE formulation to price an American option under the regime switching

model. We consider the equivalent formulation as a linear complementary problem (LCP), see e.g. [7]. Let
Ui(x, τ), denoted as the value of an option on the transformed space x for regime i, so Ui(x, τ) satisfies the
following LCP for i ∈ M

∂Ui

∂τ
−RUi ≥ 0,

Ui − g ≥ 0, (3)

(
∂Ui

∂τ
−RUi)(Ui − g) = 0.

LCP (3) is equipped with initial condition similar to European case and boundary conditions limx→−∞[Ui(x, τ)−
S0(1− ex)] = 0, limx→∞ Ui(x, τ) = 0, for put options.

3 Spatial discretization

For numerical techniques, we replace the unbounded domain {(x, τ) | x ∈ R, τ ∈ (0, T ]} with a bounded one
[xmin, xmax]× (0, T ] where the values xmin and xmax, will be chosen based on standard financial arguments,
such that the error caused by truncating the solution domain is negligible. Let X = {x1, x2, ..., xN} ⊂
[xmin, xmax] such that xmin = x1 < x2 < ... < xN = xmax, and for each point xj , we choose an influ-
ence domain Xj = {x1, x2, ..., xn} ⊂ X which contains a local region formed by the n closest neighboring
interpolation points to xj . Local RBF interpolant for each regime is defined by

Ui(x, τ) ≈ Ũi(x, τ) =
n∑

k=1

λkϕ(∥x− xk∥) (4)

where unknown {λk}nk=1 are determined by imposing the interpolation conditions and solving linear system

of equations Φjλj = Ũ j
i , where Φj = [ϕ(∥xi − xk∥)]1≤i,k≤n, λ

j = [λ1, λ2, ..., λn]
T and

Ũ j
i = [Ũi(x1, τ), Ũi(x2, τ), ..., Ũi(xn, τ)]

T , regarding to this fact that Φj is invertible, so we have λj =

(Φj)−1Ũ j
i .

For each interior point xj ∈ X we apply differential operator to the local interpolant (4), so we have

DŨi(xj , τ) =

n∑
k=1

λkDϕ(∥xj − xk∥) =: Ψj
i Ũ

j
i (5)
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RBF-FD method for pricing options under the regime switching model 3

where Ψj
i = [Dϕ(∥xj −x1∥),Dϕ(∥xj −x2∥), ...,Dϕ(∥xj −xn∥)](Φj)−1. Now, by substituting local interpolant

(4) and (5) in (1), locally we have
∂Ũj

i
∂τ = Ψj

i Ũ
j
i + < QŨ

j
, ei > where Ũ

j
= [Ũ1(xj , τ), Ũ2(xj , τ), ..., Ũm(xj , τ)]

T .
The above equation in the local form is equivalent to the following global form

∂Ũi

∂τ
= ΨiŨi+ < QŨ, ei >, i ∈ M (6)

where ∂Ũi
∂τ = [∂Ũi(x2,τ)

∂τ , ∂Ũi(x3,τ)
∂τ , ...,

∂Ũi(xN−1,τ)
∂τ ]T , Ũi = [Ũi(x2, τ), Ũi(x3, τ), ..., Ũi(xN−1, τ)]

T and Ψi is the

mapping of Ψj
i from local to global by inserting zeros in the proper locations. We can rewrite system of

equations (6) as ∂Ũ
∂τ = AIŨ where AI = blkdiag(Ψ1,Ψ2, ...,Ψm) +Q ⊗ I, Ũ = [Ũ1, Ũ2, ..., Ũm] and blkdiag

and ⊗ mean block diagonal and tensor product, respectively.
Similar to the interior points, for each boundary point xj ∈ X, we can derive the discretized matrix, and

finally, we conclude the following semidiscrete system of equations ∂Ũ
∂τ = AŨ, where A is the discretization

matrix corresponding to interior and boundary points.
Similarly, for LCP (3), we get the following semidiscrete system of equations

∂Ũ

∂τ
−AŨ ≥ 0,

Ũ− g ≥ 0 (7)

(
∂Ũ

∂τ
−AŨ)T (Ũ− g) = 0.

4 Time discretization

Let △τ = T
M with integer M ≥ 1 be a given time step, and let temporal grid points τk = k△τ for 0 ≤ k ≤ M .

To apply time discretization for (3), we employ an often used scheme known as the θ-method, with parameter
θ ∈ [0, 1]. The choices θ = 1

2 and θ = 1 represent, respectively, the well-known Crank-Nicolson and backward

Euler methods. Now, let Ũk ≈ Ũ(τk), so for European option we have

Ũk+1 − Ũk

△τ
= θAŨk+1 + (1− θ)AŨk, for 0 ≤ k ≤ M − 1, (8)

with initial condition Ũ0 = g is derived. For American options, we propose time discretization scheme
based on operator splitting which was introduced by Ikonen and Toivanen in [4] to evaluate the price of the
American put option under the Black-Scholes model.

5 Numerical results

Example 1. In this example, we consider the following parameters(
r1
r2

)
=

(
0.1
0.05

)
,

(
σ1
σ2

)
=

(
0.8
0.3

)
, Q =

(
−6 6
9 −9

)
, T = 1, S0 = 9

to price an American put option with two regimes. For different number of spatial grids and time steps,
results are derived by RBF-FD method including option Price, Error

Error =

∣∣∣∣Ui(△x,△τ)− Ui(
△x

2
,
△τ

2
)

∣∣∣∣ ,
Ratio

Ratio = log2

(∣∣∣∣∣Ui(△x,△τ)− Ui(
△x
2 , △τ

2 )

Ui(
△x
2 , △τ

2 )− Ui(
△x
4 , △τ

4 )

∣∣∣∣∣
)
,

and CPU time(s) and presented in Table 1. Our solutions prepared by RBF-FD method are compared with
other existing methods in Table 2. The solutions derived by RBF-FD method with N = 128 and M = 100,
also condition number of arisen linear system is 47.601, and CPU time is 0.058 second.
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Table 1: Numerical results of RBF-FD method for American put option with two regimes for Example 1.

Regime 1 Regime 2

M N Price Error Ratio Price Error Ratio time(s)

50 51 1.9715268 1.8818422 0.010
100 101 1.9719111 3.8e-04 1.8823334 4.9e-04 0.041
200 201 1.9719849 7.3e-05 2.380 1.8824361 1.0e-04 2.258 0.103
400 401 1.9719935 8.6e-06 3.091 1.8824527 1.6e-05 2.632 0.308
800 801 1.9719908 2.7e-06 1.674 1.8824521 5.4e-07 4.934 0.853

Table 2: American put option prices computed by RBF-FD with N = 128 and M = 100, FF-expl, ETD-CN
and Tree methods for two regimes for Example 1.

Regime 1 Regime 2

S RBF-FD FF-expl [2] ETD-CN [5] Tree [6] RBF-FD FF-expl [2] ETD-CN [5] Tree [6]

6 3.4143 3.4196 3.4144 3.3507 3.3563 3.3503
7.5 2.5842 2.5886 2.5844 2.5033 2.5077 2.5028
9 1.9720 1.9713 1.9756 1.9722 1.8824 1.8817 1.8859 1.8819

10.5 1.5185 1.5177 1.5213 1.5186 1.4273 1.4265 1.4301 1.4267
12 1.1803 1.1796 1.1825 1.1803 1.0923 1.0915 1.0945 1.0916
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Abstract

In this article, we price European and American options under Heston’s stochastic volatility model
using a radial basis function (RBF) with partition of unity method (PUM) known as one of the local
meshfree methods applied to a linear complementary formulation of the free boundary partial differential
equation problem. RBF-PUMs are accurate and flexible with respect to the problem geometry and that
produce algebraic problems with sparse matrices which have a moderate condition number. Most of the
global RBF methods are affected by change of shape parameter, but RBF-PUM is less sensitive to the
change of shape parameter. To better control the computational cost and the accuracy, adaptivity is
used in the spatial discretisation. Numerical experiments demonstrate the accuracy and efficiency of the
proposed algorithm.

Keywords: Radial basis function, Partition of unity, Operator splitting, European option, American
option, Stochastic volatility, Heston’s model
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1 Introduction

In this paper, we consider the option pricing problem when the volatility is stochastic. Stochastic volatility
was first introduced to the traditional model in the 1980s, when [5] and others generalised the Black-Scholes
model in order to get a better match with market prices. The model presented by [4] is the most popular one.
Many approaches to numerically solve the option pricing PDE under the Heston model are discussed in the
literature. [15] viewed this problem for an American option as a nonlinear PDE, where the early limitation
constraint can be inflicted using a penalty method. [1] propose also a finite element approach for pricing
vanilla and knock-out options while [2] and [10] price American-style options using multigrid methods. [7, 8]
use operator splitting methods for executing time stepping after a finite difference space discretisation. [3]
use alternating direction implicit (ADI) finite difference schemes to price American options under the Heston
model. [11] consider Super-Time-Stepping accelerated explicit finite differencing methods.

During the past decade, increasing attention has been given to the development of meshfree methods
using radial basis functions (RBFs) for the numerical solution of PDEs. The main advantages of these
methods lie in their simplicity, their applicability to different PDEs, and their effectiveness in encounter high-
dimensional problems with complicated geometries since no tedious mesh generation is needed. However, the
global RBF collocation methods have some disadvantages. Estimates of condition numbers of the matrices
in the resulting dense linear systems indicate that the meshless method using RBFs may be unstable, and
also the computational cost is a main obstacle when using global RBF methods. So, in this study, we
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employ Localised RBF approximations such as the RBF partition of unity collocation method (RBF-PUM)
to deal with these issues. The matrices formed during the localised method will be sparse and, hence, will
not suffer from ill-conditioning and high computational costs. Then, the RBF-PUM is combined with an
operator splitting technique that is applied to the Heston linear complementarity problem (LCP) obtained
after space and time discretisation of the resulting PDE.

2 Heston’s model

By the Markov property, the fair value of a vanilla European option at time t is denoted H(t, s, v) in an
unbounded domain {(t, s, v) | s, v ≥ 0, t ∈ [0, T ]} where T is the time of maturity and is a solution to the
following parabolic PDE with convection, diffusion and reaction terms:

∂H

∂t
+ (LH − r)H = 0, (1)

where the Heston spatial differential operator LH applied to H(t, s, v) is denoted by

LHH =
1

2
σ2v

∂2H

∂v2
+ ρσvs

∂2H

∂s∂v
+

1

2
s2v

∂2H

∂s2
+ κ(θ − v)

∂H

∂v
+ (r − q)s∂H

∂s
, (2)

with terminal condition
H(T, s, v) = P (s). (3)

As additional boundary conditions for H we impose

lim
s→0

H(t, s, v) = Ke−r(T−t), lim
s→∞

H(t, s, v) = 0 (4)

lim
v→0

H(t, s, v) = max(Ke−r(T−t) − s, 0), lim
v→∞

∂H(t, s, v)

∂v
= 0. (5)

An American option has the early exercise feature. The optimal exercise boundary is a free boundary and
separates the stopping and continuation region. Let H(t, s, v) denote the fair value of an American put
option at time t , then, in the continuation area the option is held and this function H(t, s, v) is a solution
to the PDE (1) while in the stopping area the price equals the payoff function, and the option is exercised.
For pricing American options, we consider the equivalent formulation as a linear complementary problem
(LCP) [12].

3 RBF-PUM based approximation and time discretization

Let Ω ⊂ Rd be a bounded set. Let {Ωj}Mj=1 be an open and bounded covering of Ω. This means all
Ωj are open and bounded and Ω is contained in their union. Further, we define ∀x ∈ Ω I(x) :=
{j | x ∈ Ωj}, card(I(x)) ≤ K, where the constant X and Y are independent of each other. For each
subdomain we define the weight function wj : Ωj → R constructed by using Shepard’s method [13] with

wj(x) =
φj(x)∑

k∈I(x) φk(x)
, j = 1, 2, . . . ,M where φj(x) are compactly supported functions with support on Ωj .

To guarantee non-negativity and compact support in Ωj , we define φj(x) = φ
(
‖x−cj‖
rj

)
, j = 1, 2, . . . ,M,

where {cj}Mj=1 and {rj}Mj=1 are the centers and circular radii, spherical radii or hyper-spherical radii patches

{Ωj}Mj=1 and where φ is one of the compactly supported functions with minimal degree described in [14,
Corololary 9.14].

The global approximation function Iu(x), with x ∈ Ω, to the function u(x) is in the RBF-PUM con-
structed as

Iu(x) =
M∑
j=1

wj(x)Iu,j(x) =
∑
j∈I(x)

wj(x)Iu,j(x),

where Iu,j are local interpolants such that Iu,j(xi) = u(xi) for each node xi ∈ Ωj . Then, the global PU
approximant property is like the interpolation property, Iu(xi) = u(xi). Using the cardinal basis functions
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the local interpolant Iu,j(x) is derived on Ωj . Now, we need to apply a spatial differential operator to the
global approximant, and derive the differentiation matrix. In continue, for time discretization, we use θ
method for European options, and operator splitting method which is introduced in [6].

4 Numerical results

We will test parameter set corresponding to the Feller condition is satisfied with T = 0.25,K = 10, σ =
0.9, κ = 5, ρ = 0.1, r = 0.1, θ = 0.16, q = 0. As radial basis function for the local approximations we select
the inverse multiquadric (IMQ), and we choose ε = 2 for the European option pricing experiments and ε = 3
for the American ones. Further, we will investigate the effect on the accuracy of the approximation when
using a nonuniform node placement compared to a uniform one. We apply a nonuniform discretisation as
in [9].

Table 1: European put option prices with V0 = 0.25 for uniform and nonuniform discretisation.

Uniform

m = n
√
M S0 = 8 S0 = 9 S0 = 10 S0 = 11 S0 = 12 CPU (s) L2-error

30 10 1.97347 1.27408 0.76281 0.43026 0.23349 0.03181 5.4e-3
34 13 1.97349 1.27238 0.76078 0.42891 0.23315 0.04780 6.6e-3
38 18 1.97965 1.28205 0.77203 0.43918 0.24087 0.05575 2.8e-3

Nonuniform

30 10 1.97510 1.27632 0.76529 0.43195 0.23390 0.03817 3.6e-3
34 13 1.97762 1.27972 0.76942 0.43668 0.23852 0.05194 6.7e-4
38 18 1.97811 1.28087 0.77024 0.43620 0.23678 0.05716 6.2e-4

Exact price 1.97731 1.28000 0.76969 0.43605 0.23726

Table 2: American put option prices with V0 = 0.25 for uniform and nonuniform discretisation.

Uniform

m = n
√
M Nt S0 = 8 S0 = 9 S0 = 10 S0 = 11 S0 = 12 CPU (s)

30 10 75 2.07664 1.32987 0.79307 0.44758 0.24451 0.08445
34 14 75 2.08072 1.33692 0.80061 0.45536 0.25130 0.11694
38 18 75 2.08183 1.33862 0.80242 0.45603 0.25099 0.16679

Nonuniform

30 10 75 2.07671 1.33096 0.79256 0.44480 0.23972 0.11355
34 14 75 2.07871 1.33472 0.79814 0.45139 0.24620 0.14237
38 18 75 2.07926 1.33456 0.79614 0.44742 0.24193 0.15527

[8] 2.0785 1.3336 0.7959 0.4482 0.2427
[15] 2.0784 1.3337 0.7961 0.4483 0.2428
[10] 2.079 1.334 0.796 0.449 0.243
[3] 2.0788 1.3339 0.7962 0.4486 0.2433
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Abstract

The banking sector is a central part of financial sector and its condition has a substancial influence on
the other parts of economy. The study presents a portfolio model for analyzing a bank making decisions
over time in a stochastic environment. The bank is assumed to make decisions regarding the amount of new
loans given out in each period. The model is solved numerically using stochastic dynamic programming
implemented as value function iteration on a state grid. The solution process produces a policy function,
which is used as a decision rule in simulations of the model.

Keywords: stochastic dynamic programming, optimization of bank’s balance sheet, portfolio model,
financial crises
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1 Introduction

A lack of liquid assets is a potential threat to a bank’s ability to pay back the fundingmit has obtained
from depositors and other lenders. This risk is aggravated in times when the availability of new funding is
lower than usual. This study presents a portfolio model for analyzing this issue. The model is applied to
analyzing how a bank, represented by the portfolio, reacts to this risk.
In a typical banking institution, maturity mismatch is present, i.e. the bank’s liabilities have shorter ma-
turities than its assets, on average. This reflects one of the main functions of a bank, i.e. that of maturity
transformation. A bank’s maturing assets together with the interest income may not provide a suficient
cash flow for repaying its maturing liabilities and carrying out the interest payments relating to its liabili-
ties. Therefore, the bank may need to obtain new funding in order to be able to repay its older, maturing
funding.
If, however, the availability of funding in the market is reduced, the bank may experience a shortage of
liquidity, which may result in the bank defaulting on its funding. Such an outcome could materialize e.g. as
a result of a financial crisis in which depositors and lenders may not have trust in the bank’s ability to repay
its debts. This may turn into a self-fulfilling prophecy as even a temporary lack of new funding may result
in an outcome in which the bank is unable to pay back its older funding on time. This study considers such
situations as well as the precautionary measures taken by a rational bank in order to avoid defaults in these
situations.
In order to analyze how a bank reacts to uncertainty, a dynamic stochastic approach is desirable, because
different potential future development paths of the economic environment need to be considered, and be-
cause decisions taken in a given period have impact on the bank’s balance sheet and expected utility in
subsequent periods.
This study presents a portfolio model, which is applied to the dynamic management of a stylized balance
sheet of a bank. The portfolio is assumed to include a liquid asset (”cash”), an illiquid asset (”loans”), exter-
nal funding (”deposits”), and capital (”equity”). The model considers decisions regarding the allocation of
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funds between investments in the liquid and illiquid assets, whereas new funding is assumed to be taken in to
the extent to which it is available. In order to capture the aspect of maturity transformation, central to the
operations of a bank, different maturities are applied to loans and deposits, reflecting maturity mismatch.
The availability of new funding is assumed to vary randomly. When the availability of new funding is low,
the bank is experiencing a liquidity crisis.

The model considers a stylized balance sheet of a bank in a dynamic stochastic setting with an infinite
time horizon. It is assumed that the economy is in one of two states: state 1, which represents a normal
situation or state 2, which represents a situation in which a liquidity crisis is going on, i.e. the availability
of new funding is significantly reduced. It is assumed that transitions between these states follow a Markov
chain.
The balance sheet of the bank is assumed to consist of a liquid asset (”cash”), an illiquid asset (”loans”),
external funding (”deposits”), and capital (”equity”). Cash, loans, and deposits each require their own state
variables, whereas equity may be computed as the difference between total assets and deposits, and does
not thus require a state variable of its own. In addition to these 3 continuous state variables, there is a
fourth, binary state variable, which determines the state of the economy.
The bank is assumed to make decisions regarding the amount of new loans that it gives out in each period.
It is assumed that the amount of new funding taken in depends on the state of the economy as well as the
amount of equity in the balance sheet at a given time. It is implicitly assumed that the market share of the
bank considered is small, since the amount of loans does not affect the amount of deposits (in the case of a
large bank, loans would affect deposits, as a result of the money creation process).
The objective is to maximize expected discounted utility, assuming an infinite horizon and discrete time.
Periodic utility is assumed to be linear in profits, i.e. to exhibit risk-neutrality with respect to profits.

2 Main results

The main contribution of this study is to present a portfolio model that can be applied to analyzing the
development of the balance sheet of a bank in a dynamic stochastic setting. The model is formulated
as a dynamic programming problem, which allows a general solution to be found that may be used as an
optimal decision rule in simulations. The main difference to earlier banking models implemented as dynamic
programming problems is that both maturity mismatch and the risk of a liquidity crisis are considered here.
The solution process applied relies on stochastic dynamic programming implemented numerically as value
function iteration on a state grid.
A shortage of liquidity in the market (i.e. a reduction in available funding) can be the cause of the defaulting
of banks and other institutions, even if there is no investment risk or credit risk present. In particular, this
is the case when maturity mismatch is present. The analysis shows that a rationally acting bank will take
precautionary measures, i.e. hold some amount of cash in order to avoid such defaults, assuming that there
is a cost, in terms of utility, associated with defaulting.
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Abstract

Financial derivatives pricing aims to find the fair value of a financial contract on an underlying asset.
Here we consider option pricing in the partial differential equation framework. In this paper we consider
the numerical pricing of European and American options under Black-Scholes model. We use operator
splitting methods for performing time stepping after a finite difference space discretization is done. for
American options an easy-to-implement operator splitting method is described for the resulting linear
complementarity problems. Numerical experiments are presented to illustrate the actual stability and
convergence of the splitting schemes.

Keywords: Operator Splitting Method, Black-Scholes Model, European Option, American Option
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1 Introduction

In the contemporary international financial markets option products are widely traded. The average daily
turnover in the global over-the-counter derivatives markets is huge. One of the primary goals of financial
mathematics is to determine the fair values of these derivatives as well as their sensitivities to underlying
variables and parameters, which are crucial for hedging. To this purpose, advanced mathematical models
are employed nowadays, yielding initial-boundary value problems for time-dependent partial differential
equations (PDEs) and generalizations thereof, see e.g [4]. In some cases analytical formulas in semi-closed
form for the exact solutions have been obtained in the literature. For the majority of option valuation
problems, however, such formulas are not available. In view of this, one resorts to numerical methods
for their approximate solution. To banks and other financial institutions, the efficient, stable, and robust
numerical approximation of option values and their sensitivities is of paramount importance. A well-known
and versatile approach to the numerical solution of time-dependent convection-diffusion equations is given
by the method of lines. It consists of two general, consecutive steps. In the first step the PDE is discretized
in the spatial variables, e.g. by finite difference, finite volume, or finite element methods. This leads to a so-
called semi-discrete system of ordinary differential equations. In the second step the obtained semi-discrete
system is numerically solved by applying a suitable, implicit time-discretization method. In the recent
years, a variety of operator splitting methods have been developed that enable a highly efficient and stable
numerical solution of semi-discretized PDEs and generalizations thereof that arise in financial mathematics.
The aim of this paper use the operator splitting methods for solve financial model. Here we have chosen to
consider a variety of, increasingly sophisticated, model that are well-known in the financial option valuation
literature. We deal in the following with two basic types of options, involving a given so-called strike price
K > 0 and a given maturity time T > 0, where today is always denoted by time 0. A European call (put)
option is a contract between two parties, the holder and the writer, which gives the holder the right to buy
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from (sell to) the writer a prescribed asset for the price K at the future date T. An American call (put)
option is the same, except that the holder can exercise at any time between today and the maturity date.
An option is a right and not an obligation. The underlying asset can be a stock, a foreign currency, a
commodity, etc. For a detailed introduction to financial options we refer to [3]. Clearly, an option has value
and a central question in financial mathematics is what its fair value is .

2 Option Pricing Model

The seminal paper by Black and Scholes [1] present a key equation for the fair values of European call and
put options. In this paper the dynamics of the underlying asset price is modeled by the stochastic differential
equation (SDE)

dS(t) = µS(t)d(t) + σS(t)dW (t) (t ≥ 0). (1)

where µ is a growth rate, σ is a volatility, and w(t) is a Wiener process . Under this asset price model the
value u of a European option can be obtained by solving the partial differential equation (PDE)

∂u

∂t
=

1

2
σ2s2

∂2u

∂s2
+ rs

∂u

∂s
− ru. (2)

The quantity r in (2) is the risk-free interest rate and is given.The value u for an American option can
obtained by solving the linear complementarity problem (LCP)

∂u

∂t
≥ Lu u ≥ ϕ,

(
∂u

∂t
− Lu)(u− ϕ) = 0,

(3)

where L stands for the pertinent spatial differential operator. for the BlackScholes model

Lu =
1

2
σ2s2

∂2u

∂s2
+ rs

∂u

∂s
− ru. (4)

u ≥ ϕ (payoff function) is the early exercise constraint. The initial and boundary conditions are determined
by the specific option [2].

3 Space Discretization

We will compute approximate prices u on a space-time grid defined by the grid points(si, tn), 0 ≤ i ≤M, 0 ≤
n ≤ N . First, The infinite space domain is truncated to [0, smax] with a sufficiently large smax to avoid an
unacceptably large truncation error. then, For the space discretization, we use a uniform grid on interval
[0, smax] with n+ 1 grid points. The grid step size is denoted by∆s Let the value of u at grid point si = i∆s
be denoted by ui, i = 0, ...,M. The second-order accurate central finite differences

∂u

∂s
(si, t) ≈

ui+1(t)− ui−1(t)

2∆s
and

∂2u

∂s2
(si, t) ≈

ui+1(t)− 2ui(t) + ui−1(t)

(∆s)2
. (5)

are use for the approximation of the space derivatives of the Black-Scholes partial differential equation(2).
This lead to a set of semi-discrete equations having a matrix form

Ut +A(t)U(t) +G(t) = 0 (0 ≤ t ≤ T ), U(0) = U0. (6)

Where A(t) for 0 ≤ t ≤ T is a given real tridiagonal matrix and G(t) is a given real vector that depends on
the boundary conditions.
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4 Time Discretization

4.1 The θ-method

Next, the time discretization of the semi-discrete equation(6) is discussed. Let parameter θ ∈ (0, 1] be
given. Let time step ∆t = T/N with integer N ≥ 1 and temporal grid points for integers 0 ≤ n ≤ N . The
θ-method forms a well-known implicit time discretization method. It generates approximations Un to U(tn)
successively for n = 1, 2, ..., N by

Un = Un−1 + (1− θ)∆tA(tn−1)Un−1 + θ∆tA(tn)Un + ∆tGn−1+θ, (7)

where Gn−1+θdenotes an approximation to G(t) at t = (n− 1 + θ)∆t. This can also be written as

(I − θ∆tA(tn))Un = (I + (1− θ)∆tA(tn−1)Un−1 + ∆tGn−1+θ, (8)

with Ithe identity matrix of the same size as A(t). For θ = 1 one obtains the first-order backward Euler
method and for θ = 1/2 second-order Crank-Nicolson method.

4.2 Operator Splitting Method for Linear Complementarity Problems

The θ-method discretization (7) naturally gives rise to the following, fully discrete LCP{
BUn − CUn−1 −∆tGn−1+θ ≥ 0,
Un ≥ U0, (BUn − CUn−1 −∆tGn−1+θ)

T (Un − U0) = 0,
(9)

where B = I − θ∆tA, C = I + (1− θ)∆tA, and A is assumed to be constant in time. the LCP (9) rewritten
with a Lagrange multiplierλn reads{

BUn − CUn−1 −∆tGn−1+θ = ∆tλn ≥ 0,
Un ≥ U0, (λn)T (Un − U0) = 0.

(10)

The basic idea of the operator splitting method is to decouple in (10) the first line from the second line.
This is accomplished by approximating the Lagrange multiplierλn in the first line by the previous Lagrange
multiplier λn−1. This leads to the two steps:

BŨn = CUn−1 + ∆tGn−1+θ + ∆tλn−1, (11)

and {
Un − Ũn = ∆t(λn − λn−1),
λn ≥ 0, Un ≥ U0, (λn)T (Un − U0) = 0.

(12)

the first step requires solving a linear problem instead of an LCP. The second step can be performed efficiently
and easily componentwise for the vectors.

5 Numerical experiments

The following Numerical experiments demonstrate the accuracy and efficiency of the proposed operator
splitting methods for pricing European option and American options under Black-Scholes model. The
interest rate, the maturity time, the strike price, and the volatility in model (2) are taken as

r = 0.03, T = 0.5,K = 100 and σ = 0.2. (13)

First, we show price European and American put options under Black-Scholes model. For the purpose of
illustration, Fig.1 show fair values of European and American options, under the Black-Scholes model. Then,
In the Table1, we report the results of numerical experiments comparing the Exact solution for European
option, the Direct method (implicit finite-difference method) for American option and the method proposed
in this paper on the Black-Scholes model.
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Figure 1: The fair values of European and American put options for the asset prices 75 ≤ s ≤ 125 under
the Black-Scholes model

Table 1: compar the Exact solution for European option, the Direct method for American option and the
method proposed in this paper (OSM) on the Black-Scholes model

Asset price Error for European Option Error for American Option

90 3.8E − 03 6.1E − 03
95 5.8E − 03 7.0E − 03
100 8.4E − 0.3 6.9E − 03
105 1.44E − 0.3 5.6E − 03
110 3.07E − 03 3.8E − 03

6 Conclusions

In this paper, We have discussed numerical solution method for financial option valuation problem in the
contemporary partial differential equations framework. Efficient operator splitting methods available for
European and American options under Black-scholes model. The early exercise feature of American options
gives rise to linear complementarity problems, which are nonlinear. we use operator splitting methods for
the discretization in time, which yield in each time step a sequence of discrete subproblems that can be
handled much more easily and efficiently without essentially influencing the accuracy of the underlying
discretization. Direct methods like the implicit finite-difference method for solving LCPs resulting from
the pricing of American options often converge slowly. Numerical experience with this operator splitting
method indicates that the accuracy stays essentially the same as in the case of the original LCP, but there
can be a major reduction in computational time.
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This work presents a structural credit risk model where the firm’s asset value follow from Heston
model with stochastic interest rate driven by Cox-Ingersoll-Ross model. We then implement the Monte
Carlo simulation by discretization of the above model to estimate the firm’s default probability.
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1 Introduction

In order to compare the firms with each other, we have to classify the firms in the different credit rate
classes, and this work involves the default probability estimating. Another reason for estimation of default
probability is measuring, management, and pricing credit risk, because the default probability is called when
doing these works.

Structural models are the one of approaches used for credit risk modeling and estimation of the default
probability. The first structural models was introduced by Merton (1970, 1974). Merton considers a firm
with the asset portfolio, consist of the shares owned by it’s shareholders and the debt related to it’s borrowers,
in other words, the firm is financed through a simple capital structure as a single zero-coupon bond and
equity. In this structure, default can only occur on the debt’s maturity date, also the asset value is assumed
to follow a diffusion process, and the firm’s default probability is the likelihood that the asset value at
maturity will be less than the face value of the debt. Extensions of Merton’s model define the default as
the first hitting time of the firm’s asset value to a given barrier, and were studied by Black & Cox (1976),
Geske (1977), Mason & Bhattacharya (1981), Longstaff & Schwartz (1995), and Zhou (2001), among others.
Other extensions of Merton’s model can be found in the literature, see for example, Leland 1994, Leland
& Toft 1996, and AndersoN & Sundaresan 1996. The Merton’s model has many defects, such as constant
volatility and constant interest rate for asset value process, this model can be extended to overcome these
defects.

In this study, we consider Heston model with stochastic interest rate for asset value process, in addition
we introduce Monte Carlo simulation for estimation of default probability, for this purpose, we discrete the
model by means of Milestein scheme, as described by Gatheral (2006), for example.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes Heston model with stochastic interest rate, with
the nonzero correlations between asset value process and each of the processes of volatility and interest rate.
Secion 3 estimates default probability by Monte Carlo simulation, and section 4 expresses future studies.
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2 Abodolsadeh Neisy, Sepideh Dabestani

2 Heston model with stochastic interest rate

Under the risk-neutral measure, Q the Heston model with stochastic interest rate for the firm’s asset value,
V (t), is given by the following system of SDEs:

dV (t)/V (t) = r(t)dt+
√
ν(t)dWx(t), V (0) > 0,

dν(t) = α($ − ν(t))dt+ γ
√
ν(t)dWν(t), ν(0) > 0,

dr(t) = β(θ − r(t))dt+ η
√
r(t)dWr(t), r(0) > 0,

(1)

where the variance process, ν(t) and interest rate process, r(t), are the mean reverting square-root process,
in which α > 0, and β > 0 respectively determine the speed of adjustment of the volatility towards theirs
theoretical mean, $ and θ; γ and η respectively controls the volatility of the ν(t) and r(t); and by assuming
x(t) = lnV (t), the correlation of wiener processes are given by dWx(t)dWν(t) = ρx,νdt, dWx(t)dWr(t) =
ρx,rdt, and dWν(t)dWr(t) = ρν,rdt.

By cholesky decomposition of the correlation matrix, σ, as σ = LLT , where L is a lower triangular
matrix, with

L =


1 0 0

ρx,ν
√

1− ρ2x,ν 0

ρx,r
ρν,r − ρx,rρx,ν√

1− ρ2x,ν

√√√√1− ρ2x,r − (
ρν,r − ρx,rρx,ν√

1− ρ2x,ν
)2

 , (2)

we can rewrite the system of SDEs in terms of the independent Brownian motions, dW (t), with the help of
the lower triangular matrix L.

In model (1), we want to make the nonzero correlations between asset value process and variance,
ρx,ν 6= 0, also nonzero correlation between asset value process and interest rate, ρx,r 6= 0. For this, we change
the state variables vector X(t) = [V (t), ν(t), r(t)]T to X ′(t) = [r(t), ν(t), V (t)]T , then we will have dr(t)

dν
dV (t)/V (t)

 =

 β(θ − r(t))
α($ − ν(t))

r(t)

 dt+ σ(X ′(t))

 dW r(t)

dW ν(t)

dW x(t)

 , (3)

where

σ(X ′(t)) =

 η
√
r(t) 0 0

0 γ
√
ν(t) 0

ρx,r
√
ν(t) ρx,ν

√
ν(t)

√
1− ρ2x,ν − ρ2x,r

 .

In order to obtain (3) as a well-defined model with an indirectly imposed correlation, ρx,r, we propose
the following system of SDEs

dV (t)/V (t) = r(t)dt+
√
ν(t)dWx(t) + Ω(t)

√
r(t)dWr(t) + ∆

√
ν(t)dWν(t), V (0) > 0,

dν(t) = α($ − ν(t))dt+ γ
√
ν(t)dWν(t), ν(0) > 0,

dr(t) = β(θ − r(t))dt+ η
√
r(t)dWr(t), r(0) > 0,

(4)

where

dWx(t)dWν(t) = ρ̃x,vdt, dWx(t)dWr(t) = 0, dWν(t)dWr(t) = 0, (5)

where, ∆ is a constant parameter, also ρ̃x,r = 0, and ρ̃ν,r = 0. We change the state variables vector to
X ′(t) = [r(t), ν(t), V (t)]T , and by help of the cholesky decomposition of the correlation matrix corresponding
to the wiener processes in (5), we then write system (4) in terms of the independent Brownian motions as
follow  dr(t)

dν
dV (t)/V (t)

 =

 β(θ − r(t))
α($ − ν(t))

r(t)

 dt+ σ̃(X ′(t))

 dW r(t)

dW ν(t)

dW x(t)

 , (6)
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where

σ̃(X ′(t)) =

 η
√
r(t) 0 0

0 γ
√
ν(t) 0

Ω(t)
√
r(t)

√
ν(t)(ρ̃x,ν + ∆)

√
ν(t)

√
1− ρ̃2x,ν

 .

By matching the corresponding elements in σ(X ′(t)) and σ̃(X ′(t)), then (3) and (6) are equivalent, and we
have the following relations:

Ω(t) = ρx,r

√
ν(t)√
r(t)

, ρ̃2x,v = ρ2x,ν + ρ2x,r, ∆ = ρx,ν − ρ̃x,ν . (7)

Now we apply Ito’s lemma for x(t) = lnV (t), as follow

dx(t) =

(
r(t)− 1

2

(
Ω2(t)r(t) + ν(t)(1 + ∆2 + 2ρ̃x,ν∆)

))
dt+

√
ν(t)dWx(t)

+ Ω(t)
√
r(t)dWr(t) + ∆

√
ν(t)dWν(t)

=(r(t)− 1

2
ν(t))dt+

√
ν(t)dWx(t) + Ω(t)

√
r(t)dWr(t) + ∆

√
ν(t)dWν(t).

Therefore system (6) is replaced by
dr(t) = β(θ − r(t))dt+ η

√
r(t)dW r(t), r(0) > 0,

dν(t) = α($ − ν(t))dt+ γ
√
ν(t)dW ν(t), ν(0) > 0,

d lnV (t) =
(
r(t)− 1

2
ν(t)

)
dt+

√
ν(t)

(
ρx,rdW r(t) + ρx,νdW ν(t) +

√
1− ρ̃2x,νdW x(t)

)
, V (0) > 0,

(8)

3 Monte carlo simulation

Recall that at debt’s matuarity of the firm, T , if the firm’s asset value, V (T ), not enough to cover the face
value of it’s debt, K, default occures. Through definition of the indicator function, we can decompose the
firm’s default probablity as follow

Q(V (T ) < K) = EQ
(

1{V (T )<K}

)
, (9)

where EQ(.) is the expected value under risk-natural measure, Q, and the asset value process follow from
the system of SDEs in (8). To imlement the simulation, we have to approximate a continuous-time process
with a discrete-time process. The asset value, it’s volatility, and interest rate can each be written in the
following general form

dY (t) = µ(Y (t), t)dt+ σ(Y (t), t)dW (t), (10)

at time t the value of Y (t) is known, and we want to obtain the next value, Y (t+ ∆t) at time t+ ∆t. For
this purpose we apply the Milstein discretization scheme for Y (t) as follow

Y (t+ ∆t) = Y (t) + µ(Y (t), t)∆t+ σ(Y (t), t)
√

∆tZ +
1

2
σ′(Y (t), t)σ(Y (t), t)∆t(Z2 − 1), (11)

where Z is the standard normal random variable, and σ′(Y (t), t) =
dσ(Y (t), t)

dY (t)
. Therefore the Milstein

scheme for ν(t), r(t), and lnV (t) is as follow

r(t+ ∆t) = r(t) + β(θ − r(t))∆t+ η
√
r(t)
√

∆tZ1 +
1

4
η2∆t(Z2

1 − 1), (12)
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ν(t+ ∆t) = ν(t) + α($ − ν(t))∆t+ γ
√
ν(t)
√

∆tZ2 +
1

4
γ2∆t(Z2

2 − 1), (13)

lnV (t+ ∆t) = lnV (t) + (r(t)− 1

2
ν(t))∆t+

√
ν(t)
√

∆t
(
ρx,rZ1 + ρx,νZ2 +

√
1− ρ̃2x,νZ3

)
, (14)

where Z1, Z2, and Z3 are three independent standard normal random variables, also ρ̃2x,ν is given by (7). Since
the variance and interest rate follow from CIR process, the simulation scheme will generate negative values
for ν(t) and r(t), in order to prevent from these negative quantities, we can replace ν(t) with max(0, ν(t))
or |ν(t)|, and the same way we replace r(t) with max(0, r(t)) or |r(t)| everywhere in the discretization.

By generating N paths from i = 0 to i = N , and discretization of the trinal process (r(t), ν(t), lnV (t)),
in each path i, over the time interval [0, T ] with time step ∆t, we then obtain the default probability using
simulation as follow

Q(V (T ) < K) =
1

N

N∑
i=1

1{
lnV

(i)
T <lnK

} (15)

The simulation algorithm for estimation of default probability contains the following steps

Step 0: Initialize V (0), ν(0) and r(0) respectively to the current asset value, current variance parameter, and
current interest rate parameter, also set t = 0 and i = 1.

Step 1: Generate three independent standard normal random variables, Z1, Z2, and Z3.

Step 2: Obtain the updated values r(t+ ∆t) and ν(t+ ∆t) respectively from (12) and (13).
Then set r(t+ ∆t) = max {r(t+ ∆t), 0} , and ν(t+ ∆t) = max {ν(t+ ∆t), 0} .

Step 3: Use amounts calculated in step 3, for obtaining the updated value lnV (t+ ∆t) from (14).

Step 4: Repeat the above steps from step 1, with using t+ ∆t rather t. And continue this process until t ≤ T.

Step 5: If lnV (T ) < lnK, then I(i) = 1 else I(i) = 0.

Step 6: Repeat the above steps from step 1, with using i+ 1 rather i. And continue this process until i ≤ N.

Step 7: Finally, compute
1

N

∑N
i=1 I

(i).

4 Direction for future studies

First, we can extend the Heston model with stochastic interest rate to the case of the nonzero correlation
between all of the processes.
Second, we can add the Jump component to the asset value process. And compare the results of this model
with Heston model with stochastic interest rate.
Finally, by implementation of the simulation algorithm, we can analysis the sensitivity of the default prob-
ability by setting of different values for the key parameters in the model.
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In this talk we will be proposing a framework for multi-hazard risk management.
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1 Introduction

This talk aims to create a Multi-Hazard Risk Assessment framework in order for quantification of financial
and insurance risks arising from multiple natural hazards. Over the last decades, there has been a con-
sistently increasing growth of insured losses due to nature-related events which led the insurance industry
to develop alternative risk transfer products. These products are designed to alleviate part of their risks
by implementing securitization mechanisms to achieve access to adequate funds within financial markets.
In this talk I will briefly outline my plan for developing a framework for properly designing risk transfer
products for natural hazards. The direct impact of implementing this framework is on the well-being of the
Iranian economy as well as the private insurance businesses. The proposed framework is a pilot project in
order to develop, apply and test the feasibility of this approach on Multi-Hazard Risk to price and design
(re-)insurance and new financial instruments. If successful, this work will pave the way towards the applica-
tion of this methodology on real word, which would have a significant impact on risk management solutions
in Iran.

2 Main results

2.1 Objectives

The proposed framework has four main objectives, which will be delivered within four different parts,
associated with four numbers which mark each risk transfer in the following diagram.

Obj-1) Introducing and identifying new models for Multi-Hazard Risk

Obj-2) Introducing and designing optimal insurance and reinsurance contracts for Multi-Hazard Risk

Obj-3) Introducing and designing new financial products for Multi-Hazard Risk

Obj-4) Studying the OTC and market structure relevant to Multi-Hazard Risk

2.2 Modeling Multi-Hazard Risk

This part will be devoted to identifying the risk of the natural adverse events (like in [4], [3] and also [1],
[2]). The task of this part can be split into two smaller parts.
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2.2.1 Creating the risk model

This step will include creation of several risk models based on the modeling knowledge we acquired in the
problem on ground, and the existing risk model, e.g., we can consider Extreme Value Models for a huge
earthquake.

2.2.2 Data work and model validation

Validation of the loss model by data and other available information will take place here, e.g., statistical
measurement of the model validation by carrying out necessary statistical tests by using earthquake data.

2.3 Insurance/reinsurance design

We will design an insurance contract and set a pricing model for the risk variable found in Part 1 Even
though this looks to be straightforward, however, it can be challenging since both tasks of designing and
pricing insurances are very specific to the risk variable and the (re)insurance market. The design of a
contract (e.g., stop-loss, quota-share, or combination of both), the premium rule and the market structure
all can make a difference in assessing the risk (see [4] for instance).

2.4 Financial products.

The risk of natural hazards in the modern markets is not only transferred to (re)insurance companies but
also to financial markets. In this part, the proposed framework focuses on designing financial products. Part
3 is split into two smaller Parts.

2.4.1 Designing optimal contracts

This involves transferring the risk to the financial institutions (e.g., investors and hedge funds) by introducing
new optimal contracts, e.g., a CAT bond where the structure of the risk transferring contract is based upon
a bond with a high interest rate, in return for compensation of a catastrophic event (see [6] and [7]).

2.4.2 Hedging and pricing

The premium of these contracts is also a real challenge as there is no market for them (incomplete market),
meaning that the whole risk is a non-market risk. The incompleteness of the market suggests using either
super hedging, e.g., [9]; mean variance and the intrinsic risk hedging, e.g., [10]; efficient hedging, e.g., [8];
hedging with risk measures, e.g., [11] and [5]; or utility indifference, e.g., [3].

2.5 OTC and financial markets.

The financialization of the risk associated with natural adverse events is the problem of the last Part. The
market structure and policies play vital roles. The main practice in Part 4 is market consistent valuation,
which needs careful knowledge of financial modeling and insurance policies. Part 4 will be split into two
parts.

2.5.1 OTC (over-the-counter) product

A utility indifference pricing method can be applied, e.g., CAT bonds can be presented in both manners,
either as a bond or OTC [3].

2.5.2 Financial products

They can be presented as new financial products and can be traded in the financial markets, e.g., CAT
bonds again can be presented as financial products in markets.
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3 Conclusion

In this paper, the author proposes a new framework for multi-hazard risk management which seems to be
necessary for Iran. The feasibility of the proposed framework is discussed and the extend that it can be
used for Iranian OTC market in considered.
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Abstract

Asset-liability management (ALM) is a structured decision-making for matching, and deliberately

mismatching, the mix of assets (e.g., loans) and liabilities (e.g., deposits) on a firms balance sheet to

achieve financial objectives(match maturity and profit maximizing), for a given set of risk tolerances and

constraints.in this paper. We investigate asset-liability management in Iranian banks by a new approach.

An integrated asset-liability management in Iranian banks includes different sectors: main business, in-

tercourse with Government and central bank, foreign currency exchanges,and etc. In this research several

issues are considered including default probability of loans, modeling of investors,s withdrawal and new

investments, also influences of Government decisions in foreign currency policies and obligated loans. In

this paper, we model different mentioned sectors and generate future cash flows of bank contract by

contract and ultimately we manage asset- liability of different banks by merging different sectors.
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Abstract

A usual optimal reinsurance strategy was designed with respect to one optimal criteria. Under one
optimal criterion, researcher found optimal reinsurance strategy without considering other optimal criteria.
Here find optimal reinsurance strategy with respect to one optimal criteria that is better than optimal
strategy with respect to that optimal criteria and better than that optimal strategy with respect to
one or several different optimal strategy in class of translation and monotone risk measures. To achieve
such optimal reinsurance policy, this article starts from a given optimal stop-loss reinsurance policy and
designing an optimal multi-layer reinsurance strategy with above properties. Simulation-based studies
have been conducted.

Keywords: Reinsurance policy; Stop-loss reinsurance; Translation and monotone risk measures; Opti-
mization; Bayesian method.
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1 Introduction

Several authors considered the problem of designing an optimal reinsurance policy under a certain optimal
criteria. Surprisingly, in the most of studies the stop-loss reinsurance policy (or some its modification)
established as an optimal policy. For instance, Borch (1960), Hesselager (1990), Kaluszka (2005), Cai et al.
(2008), Tan et al. (2011) and Chi and Tan (2011). Here find optimal reinsurance strategy with respect to
one optimal criteria that is better than optimal strategy with respect to that optimal criteria and better
than that optimal strategy with respect to one or several different optimal strategy in class of translation
and monotone risk measures.

Suppose continuous and non-negative random variable X stands for the aggregate claim initially assumed
by an insurer. In addition, suppose that random claim X with a cumulative distribution function FX(t)
and a survival function F̄X(t), and a density function fX defines on the probability space (Ω,F , P ), where
Ω = [0,∞) and F is the Borel σ-field on Ω. Now, let XI and XR, (or XR = h(X)) respectively, stand
for the insurer’s and the reinsurer’s risk portions from random claim X, such that X = XI + XR and
0 ≤ XI & XR = h(X) ≤ X. Under this presentation, the total risk of the insurance company can be
restated as

Th(X) = XI + πXh

= X − h(X) + πXh , (1)

where h(·) is a functional form of a reinsurance contract and πXh stands for a reinsurance premium. Consider
the following class of reinsurance policies.

C = {h(X) : both h(X) and X − h(X) are non-decreasing in X;

0 ≤ h(X) ≤ X; and πXh = constant
}
, (2)
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2 Ali Panahi Bazaz, Amir T. Payandeh

where πXh stands for the reinsurance premium under a reinsurance contract h(·).
The Conditional Tail Expectation, say CTE, as a risk measurement can be used to determine an optimal

reinsurance policy. The following, from Denuit et al. (2006), provides definition of the CTE.

Definition 1.1. The CTE for random claim X at the confidence level 1− α, where 0 < α < 1, is given by

CTEα(X) =
1

α

∫ α

0
V aRq(X)dq (3)

where VaR[X; q] = inf {x ∈ R : FX(x) ≥ q} for all q ∈ (0, 1).

The following algorithm provides multi-layer strategy that can make desired contract.

Algorithm 1 (Payandeh and Panahi (2017)): Suppose XR stands for the reinsurer’s risk portion
from random claim X. The following steps design a multi-layer reinsurance policy which minimizes the CTE
of the insurer’s total risk.

Step 1) A multi-layer reinsurance policy is obtained by the following iterative algorithm:

Part 1) For k ≥ 2; Cut down an interval [Mk,∞) into two intervals [Mk,Mk+1) and [Mk+1,∞) and
define the reinsurer’s risk portion by

fk(X) = fk−1(X)I[0,Mk)(X) + [fk−1(Mk) + f(X −Mk)] I[Mk,∞)(X), (4)

where f0(X) = f(X) = max{X − dα, 0} and dα = inf{d : P [X > d] ≤ α};
Part 2) Go to Step 2 if a given stop criteria is met, otherwise set k = k + 1 and go to Part (1)

Step 2) Part 1) The reinsurer’s risk portion under the k-layer reinsurance policy isXR = f(X)I[0,M1)(X)+∑k−1
j=1 fj(X)I[Mj ,Mj+1)(X) + [fk−1(Mk) + f(X −Mk)] I[Mk,∞)(X).

Part 2) Now estimate unknown parameters by some additional appropriate criteria (or estimation
methods) along the fact that the fact that E(max{X − dα, 0}) = E(XR).

Application of Algorithm (1) leads to the following optimal k-layer reinsurance policy.

Xopt
R =



0 X < dα
X − dα dα ≤ X < M1

M1 − dα M1 ≤ X < M1 + dα
X − 2dα M1 + dα ≤ X < M2

...
Mk − kdα Mk ≤ X < Mk + dα
X − kdα Mk + dα ≤ X

(5)

Figure (1) illustrate optimal multi-layer reinsurance policy

Figure 1: Aggregate claim X versus reinsurers portion in optimal strategy Xopt
R
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2 Main results

The following two propositions are generalized result of this article under the general translative and mono-
tone risk measure ρ(·) . The following suppose that under minimization criteria of a translative and monotone
risk measure ρ(·) of the insurer’s total risk reinsurance contract f(·) is optimal. Then, it provides a multi-
layer reinsurance contract which its corresponding risk measure coincides with the insurer’s total risk under
contract f(·),
Proposition 2.1. Suppose ρ(·) is a translative and monotone risk measure. Moreover, suppose that f(·) in
the class of reinsurance strategies C minimizes risk measure of the total risk of insurance company. Then,
reinsurance g(·) also minimizes the risk measure of total risk of insurance company.

g(X) = f(X)I[0,M1)(X) + (X −M1 + f(M1))I[M1,M2)(X) + f(M∗2 )I[M2,M∗
2 )

(X)

+(X −M∗2 + f(M∗2 ))I[M∗
2 ,M3)(X) + · · ·+ (X −M∗k + f(M∗k ))I[M∗

k ,∞)(X),

whereM1,M2, · · · ,Mk are unknown parameters of the new optimal reinsurance andM∗1 ,M
∗
2 , · · · ,M∗k have to

be evaluated using equation f(M∗2 ) = M2−M1 +f(M1) and f(M∗i ) = Mi−M∗i−1 +f(M∗i−1) for i = 3, · · · , k.
Proof. Payandeh and Panahi (2017).
Now we provide an optimal multi-layer reinsurance contract, for a situation that the optimal reinsurance

f(·) arrives by minimizing a convex combination of two translative and monotone risk measures ρ1(·) and
ρ2(·) of the insurer’s total risk, XR = h(X), and the reinsurer’s total risk XI = X − h(X), i.e., f(X) =
argminh∈C{ωρ1(X−h(X)+πXh )+(1−ω)ρ2(h(X)−πXh )}, where ω ∈ [0, 1], see Figure 2(b) for an illustration.
As an example for such optimal reinsurance f(·), under such the convex combination of two distortion risk
measures, see Assa (2015).

Proposition 2.2. Suppose ρ1(·) and ρ2(·) are two translative and monotone risk measures. Moreover,
suppose that f(·) in class of reinsurance strategies C minimizes a convex combination of two risk measures
ρ1(·) and ρ2(·), i.e., f(X) = argminh∈C{ωρ1(X − h(X) + πXh ) + (1 − ω)ρ2(h(X) − πXh )}, where ω ∈ [0, 1].
Then, for ω∗ ∈ (0, amin/(amin +amax)), the following k-layer reinsurance g(·) also minimizes such the convex
combination of two risk measures ρ1(·) and ρ2(·).

g(X) = f(X)I[0,M1)(X) + (X −M1 + f(M1))I[M1,M2)(X) + f(M∗2 )I[M2,M3)(X)

+(X −M3 + f(M∗2 ))I[M3,M4)(X) + · · ·+ f(X)I[M∗
2k+1,∞)(X),

whereM1,M2, · · · ,Mk are unknown parameters of the new optimal reinsurance andM∗1 ,M
∗
2 , · · · ,M∗k have to

be evaluated using equation f(M∗2 ) = M2−M2+f(M1), f(M∗2j−1) = M∗2j−1−M2j−1+f(M∗2(j−1)), f(M∗2j) =

f(M∗2(j−1)) + M2j −M2j−1, for j = 2, · · · , k, amin := minx∈A{|2f(x) − x|}, amax := maxx∈A{|2f(x) − x|}
and A := [M1,M∗2 ) ∪kj=2 [M∗2j−1,M

∗
2j ].

Proof. Payandeh and Panahi (2017).

Example 2.3. Suppose that random claim X has known distribution. We want to design a multi-layer
reinsurance policy in six levels as follows:

XR =



0 X < dα
X − dα dα ≤ X < M1

M1 − dα M1 ≤ X < M1 + dα
X − 2dα M1 + dα ≤ X < M2

M2 − 2dα M2 ≤ X < M2 + dα
X − 3dα M2 + dα ≤ X

In this multi-layer policy M0 estimated by dα to saving optimality property. M1 decomposed as dα + d1
and M2 decomposed as 2dα + d1 + d2, then d1 and d2 estimated such that E(XR) = E(XStop−loss

R ) and
minimizing the following convex combination of variance of insurers’ part and reinsurer’s part.

ωV ar(XR) + (1− ω)V ar(X −XR). (6)

Here assume that ω = 0.2.
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4 Ali Panahi Bazaz, Amir T. Payandeh

Table : Variance optimization
Random claim distribution dα M1 M2 E(XR) Optimal Strategy CTE V1 V2 V3

Exp(10) 23.0259 24.4258 48.4516 1 (x− 23.0259)+ 10.423 16.667 52.948 46.1586
Exp(8) 18.4206 26.4986 45.9192 0.4498 (x− 18.4206)+ 8.14 6.6707 33.8867 29.5415
Exp(4) 9.2103 13.2103 18.1928 0.4099 (x− 9.2103)+ 4.0743 1.6692 8.4717 7.3853

Weibull(1,2) 1.5174 4.1396 6.657 2.8 × 10−2 (x− 1.5174)+ 0.2865 0.0358 0.1639 0.1338

Weibull(3,2) 4.5523 12.7469 18.2992 2.135 × 0−2 (x− 4.5523)+ 1.2235 0.322 1.475 1.204

V1: Optial Variance, V2: Variance of Optimal Stop-loss Strategy, V3: Convex combinations of variance

The last three columns of Table 1 show the convex combination of variance ofXR = h(X) andXI = X−h(X)
for optimal stop-loss, optimal 2-layer and proportional contracts, respectively. As one may observe that,
under the optimal 2-layer contract such convex combination of variances, compare to optimal stop-loss, has
been improved. We conjecture that by increasing number of layer such convex combination of variances will
be improved.
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Abstract

In this paper, we investigate a CRRA investor as a representative of pension plan participants, who has
a finite investment horizon and is subject to the proportional transaction costs. He attempts to maximize
his utility by trading between stock and money market account. A set of ordinary differential equations
are derived first for analytical solution. We then alternatively propose the binomial tree method in order
to numerically solve the dynamic maximization problem.
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1 Introduction

Traditional economic models on optimal investment and consumption policy have been extended on many
directions ever since Merton [3, 4] published his pioneer article. In these benchmark models investors can
trade asset continuously at any time without incurring any kind of costs. However, in the capital market,
an asset is also featured by its liquidity in addition to the commonly used risk and return. Trading is most
of the time costly.
There are various ways to model illiquidity in an optimal investment problem. We decide to use transaction
cost as a proxy for illiquidity due to the following two advantages: first it allows for mathematical exibility
and tractability; secondly it enables references and comparisons with a large body of previous literature.
Constantinides [1] has shown that the optimal transaction policy is to maintain the ratio of the dollar
amount invested in the riskless asset to that in the risky asset within a certain range, represented by the
buy boundary and sell boundary. Consequently three regions are identified depending on the portfolio ratio:
the no-transaction region, the buy region and the sell region.
We formulate the continuous-time dynamic maximization problem and derive the optimal conditions. In
particular, we investigate a CRRA investor as a representative of pension plan participants, who has a
finite horizon and is subject to proportional transaction costs when trading stock as well as money market
account. Mathematically these conditions are boiled down to a set of ordinary differential equations. In
contrast to the infinite horizon model in which stationary solutions can be obtained, the value function
and the corresponding two boundaries strongly depend on horizon, hence it is extremely time-consuming
to analytically solve this system. Liu and Loewinstein [2] solved the deterministic finite horizon problem
by making use of the exponentially distributed horizon but their picture of the sell and buy boundary is
incomplete.
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2 Model

Assume in the economy pension funds can trade two assets continuously. The first asset is a money market
account growing at a constant rate r, while the second asset is a risky security (the stock). The pension
fund takes these prices as given and chooses quantities without any transaction cost. Further assume that
the securities pay no dividend, and taxes on capital gains are zero. Uncertainty in the model is generated
by a standard Brownian motion w. We write down the two equations governing the dynamics of the money
market account and the stock:

dBt = rBtdt

dSt = µStdt+ σStdWt

Denote the admissible trading strategies by (D;I). The processes D and I are the cumulative amount of
sales and purchases of the stock. The two processes satisfy D(0)=I(0)=0 and both are nondecreasing, right
continuous adapted. The evolution of the amount invested in the money market account and the stock can
be expressed as:

dbt = rbtdt− dIt + dDt

dst = µstdt+ σstdWt + dIt − dDt

The pension fund’s problem can therefore be written as:

V (b, s, t;T ) = Max
(D,I)

E

[
(bT + sT )

1−γ

1− γ

]
(1)

subject to:

d (bt + st) = r (bt + st) dt+ (µ− r) stdt+ σstdWt

2.1 Proportional transaction costs

In this section we examine the optimal investment policy when proportional transaction costs are presented.
As shown by Constantinides [1] and Taksar, Klass and Assaf [5], among all, an investment policy is simple in
a sense that it is characterized by two reflecting barriers, the buy boundary λ̄ and the sell boundary λ̃, with
λ̃ < λ̄. The investor stops transacting as far as the the portfolio ratio bt

st
falls in the no-transaction region

[λ̃; λ̄], while he immediately transactes to the closest boundary when the ratio falls outside. In line with
the proportional nature of transaction costs, the optimal trading size in continuous time model is always
infinitely small so as to keep the portfolio ratio in the interval of no-transaction region. To capture the idea
that purchasing stock and bond both involves transaction costs, the proportional transaction cost rate k
is defined as the amount of one asset the investor can buy by selling one unit amount of the other, with
0 ≤ k ≤ 1,.
Now we can restate the pension fund’s problem:

V (b, s, t;T ) = Max
(st,bt≥0)

E

[
(bT + sT )

1−γ

1− γ

]
(2)

subject to:

dbt = rbtdt− dIt + (1− k)dDt

dst = µstdt+ σstdWt + (1− k)dIt − dDt

At each point in time, the three regions are identified depending on the portfolio ratio: the no-transaction
region, the buy region, and the sell region, At the no-transaction region, the value function must satisfy the
modified HJB equation:

Vt + Vbrb+ Vsµs+
1

2
Vssσ

2s2 = 0 λ̃ ≤ b

s
≤ λ̄
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For b
s > λ̄, in the buy region, the marginal rate of substitution of the money market account for the stock

must equal 1
1−k :

Vb = (1− k)Vs
b

s
> λ̄

For b
s < λ̃, the marginal rate of substitution of the money market account for the stock must equal 1− k:

(1− k)Vb = Vs
b

s
< λ̃

.
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Abstract

In this research we study the optimal portfolio management for a member of a defined contribution
(DC) pension fund in the de-cumulation phase with minimum guarantee feature. We take a minimum
guarantee for the wealth process and provide a model that eliminate the ruin possibilities. The model
is naturally formulated as an optimal stochastic control problem with state constraints and is treated
by the dynamic programming method. We write the non-linear Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation for
this problem. Then, we get the optimal allocation strategy in feedback form. Finally, we give a special
example with explicit solution.

Keywords: pension fund, de-cumulation phase, dynamic programming, Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equa-
tion.
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1 Introduction

In countries where immediate annuitization is the only option available to retiring members of defined
contribution (DC) pension schemes, members who retire at a time of low bond yield rates have to accept
a pension lower than the one available with higher bond yields (so-called annuity risk). In many countries,
including Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Canada, Chile, Denmark, Japan, UK, US, the retiree is allowed to
defer annuitization until some time after retirement, withdraw periodic income from the fund, and invest the
rest of it in the period between retirement and annuitization. This flexibility is usually referred to as income
drawdown option. This option allows the retiree to aim to a final annuity higher than that purchasable at
retirement.

This problem has already been treated in the unconstrained case, when there is not any constraint on the
wealth process [1],[2]. Then, there would be ruin possibilities. In this paper, taking a minimum guarantee
for the wealth process, providing a model that eliminate the ruin possibilities. So, to find the optimal
portfolio in a Brownian dynamic of the market, when the wealth process is bounded from below(safety
level). The mathematical problem is naturally formulated as a stochastic control problem with constraints
on the control and the state variable, and is approached by the dynamic programming method. We write
the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman (HJB) equation for our problem and, in a special case, when the running cost
is zero, we explicitly compute the value function for the problem and give the optimal strategy in feedback
form.
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2 The model

In this section, we outline the model and describe the problem faced by a representative member of a
pension scheme. According to [4] the state equation that describes the dynamics of the fund wealth X(.) is
the following {

dX(s) = [rX(s) + (µ− r)π(s)− b0]ds+ σπ(s)dW (s), s ∈ [t, T ],
X(0) = x0,

(1)

where x0 > 0 is the fund of initial wealth. The pensioner withdraws a fixed amount b0 > 0 in the unit of
time and π(.) is the investment strategy representing the amount of portfolio invested in the risky asset.
(µ, r, σ is constant).

We consider the problem where short-selling is not allowed and the final fund cannot be lower than a
certain pre-determined level S ≥ 0. Therefore, the set of admissible strategies is

Πad(t, x) = {π(.) ∈ L2(Ω× [t, T ];R)|S(s) 6 X(s; t, x, π(.)) 6 F (s), s ∈ [t, T ]}

The function S represents a sort of safety level for the wealth and the function F is the target fund desired
at terminal time T . The preferences of the pensioner are described by the loss function

L(s, x) := (F (s)− x)2. (2)

3 Solution by Dynamic Programming

The optimization problem is

minimize J(t, x;π(.)) :=E[

∫ T

t
κe−ρs(F (s)−X(s))2ds+ e−ρT (F (T )−X(T ))2)], (3)

Over the set of admissible strategies Πad(t, x). The value function associated to this optimization problem
is

V (t, x) := inf
π(.)∈Πad(t,x)

J(t, x;π(.)), t ∈ [0, T ], x ∈ R. (4)

3.1 HJB equation

The optimal value function V (t;x) satisfies the following Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman (HJB) equation:

min
π(.)∈Πad(t,x)

{κe−ρt(F (t)− x)2 + Vt(t, x) + {x[π(µ− r) + r]− b0}Vx(t, x) +
x2π2σ2Vxx

2
} = 0 (5)

with the boundary condition:
V (T, x) = e−ρTL(T, x).
Minimizing over π we find that the optimal proportion of wealth to invest in the risky asset is given by

the following optimal control function:

π∗(t, x) = −(µ− r)Vx
σ2xVxx

. (6)

Substituting (6) into (5) we obtain:

κe−ρT (F (t)− x)2 + Vt(t, x) + (rx− b0)Vx(t, x) +
β2V 2

x (t, x)

2Vxx(t, x)
= 0. (7)

where β = µ−r
σ , the Sharpe ratio of the risky asset.
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Now we associate a semi-linear PDE to the fully nonlinear PDE (7), by means of a dual transformation of
the state variable. This technique has been already used in the case of HJB equations coming from optimal
portfolio allocation problems [3].

Assume that for each (t, y) ∈ (0, T )× (0,+∞) such function has a unique minimizer g(t, y) ∈ (S, F ). We
want to write an equation for g [1].

gt(t, y) + β2ygy(t, y) +
β2

2
y2gyy(t, y)− 2κη(t)(F − g(t, y))gy(t, y) = 0, (8)

with boundary condition {
g(t, 0) = F, t ∈ [0, T ),

g(T, y) = (F − y

2η(T )
) ∨ S, y ∈ [0,+∞). (9)

When κ = 0, the resulting dual PDE is linear and we can find an explicit solution that will be presented.
In the general case κ 6= 0 the resulting dual PDE is just semilinear and we are not able to find explicit
solutions, so it becomes necessary to study the regularity of its solutions.

4 Solution in the case κ = 0

Let κ = 0. In this case (8) becomes

gt(t, y) + β2ygy(t, y) +
β2

2
y2gyy(t, y) = 0, [0, T )× (0,+∞), (10)

with boundary condition (9). The unique classical solution of (10) with boundary conditions (9) is the
function 

g(t, y) = (F − S)φ(k(t, y))− y

2η(T )
eβ

2(T−t)φ(k(t, y))

−β
√
T − t+ S, (t, y) ∈ [0, T ]× [0,+∞),

g(T, y) = (F − y

2η(T )
) ∨ S,

(11)

where

k(t, y) =

−ln(
y

2η(T )(F − S)
)− β2

2
(T − t)

β
√
T − t

,

and where φ the cumulative distribution function of a standard Gaussian random variable.

4.1 The optimal feedback strategy

We rewrite (6) in terms of the solution g provided by (11). Then,

π∗(t, x) = −β
σ
e−r(T−t)[g(t, 0)]−1(x)gy(t, [g(t, 0)]−1(x)), (t, x) ∈ [0, T )× (S, F ).

Then, an optimal wealth amount is

X∗(s) = X(s; t, x, π∗t,x(.)). (12)
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Table 1: Terminal safety level S and final target F for different risk profiles.

S F

High risk aversion 2
3b0a75 1.5b0a75

Medium risk aversion 0.5b0a75 1.75b0a75

Low risk aversion 0 2b0a75

(a) High risk aversion (b) Medium risk aversion (c) Low risk aversion

Figure 1: FINAL ANNUITY

4.2 Numerical example

We consider the position of a male retiree aged 60 with initial wealth x0 = 100, T = 15, β = 0.33, µ = 0.08,
r = 0.03, b0 = 6.22, σ = 0.15, a75 = 8.9418. We consider three levels of risk aversion. These values are
reported in Table 1 below. Then, we report the distribution of the final annuity that can be bought with
the final fund at age 75 and comparison with the annuity purchasable at retirement.

• Comparing a, b and c it is immediate to see that the distribution of the final annuity becomes more
and more spread when the risk aversion decreases. Moreover, with high risk aversion one can observe
a considerable concentration around the guaranteed income 2

3b0a75 = 4.15. In fact, in most of the
cases, the fund approaches S(t). The member’s risk aversion is too high, it is not convenient to take
the income drawdown option. On the contrary, the distribution of final annuity looks very favourable
in the case of low risk aversion, where in most of the cases the annuity lies between 9 and 12.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have considered the investment allocation problem for a member of a DC pension scheme,
in the decumulation phase. The annuity risk faced by the member can be reduced through the income
drawdown option. In this problem, which is completely new in this kind of literature and is the real core of
the paper, we have added a constraint on the state variable. Namely, the wealth process must lie between two
barriers: the bottom one representing a natural safety level for the fund, and the upper one representing
a sort of target to be pursued. In particular, the presence of the bottom safety level implies that the
undesirable event of ruin is avoided. Therefor,the less risk-averse pensioner can aim to a high target such
as double the annuity, while still keeping the guarantee of avoiding ruin.
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Abstract
Since the insurance market is affected by the liability and mortality, it is incomplete. Hence, we could

not use the self-financing and so to hedge the life insurance liabilities, another tool is needed. For this aim,
Risk-Minimization strategy is utilized which is one of the quadratic hedging methods. In this paper,
we investigate the risk-minimization strategy in two simple and extended financial markets. In the first
case, the market which is including one risky asset and one risk-free asset, is considered. In the last one,
to a more detailed analysis systematic and unsystematic mortality risks, two mortality-linked securities
are added to the market consisting of the longevity bond and pure endowment contract, respectively.

Keywords: Life Insurnce Liabilites, Incomplet Market, Hedging, Risk-Minimization, Systematic and
Unsystematic Mortality Risk, longevity Bond, Pure Endowment Contract.
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1 Introduction

All the insurance companies owe their insured people against the premium that take from them. The
insurance companies face with mortality risk containing systematic and unsystematic mortality risk for
payment of their liabilities. The systematic risk, i.e., the risk that the mortality rate of an age cohort differs
from that expected at inception, and unsystematic risk, i.e., the risk that the mortality rate of the individual
is different from that of its age cohort [1].

Hence, Risk-Minimization approach is used for hedging of the incomplete market. This method is
defined by Föllmer and Sondermann [2] for a European type contingent claim and then it was developed
by Møller [3]. The key tool of applying risk minimization strategy is the famous analysis GKW 2 . Using
this decomposition, the cost of the risk of the market is obtained and then intrinsic risk is defined. In the
risk-minimization strategy, the target is to minimize inherent risk. Finally, longevity bond to eliminate
systematic mortality risk and also pure endowment contract to eliminate unsystematic mortality risk are
applied.

2 Main results

Given a probability space (Ω,G,P), we consider a financial market consisting of one risky asset with dis-
counted asset price X and discounted bank account X0 i.e., X0

t = 1 for t ∈ [0, T ] in which T > 0. Moreover,
F = (Ft)t∈[0,T ] and X is a local (P,F)-martingale, i.e., the asset X is arbitrage-free. Set H = (Ht)t∈[0,T ]

where Ht is generated by Death process Ht = 1{τ≤t} for time of death τ . Note that τ is a strictly
positive random variable as τ : Ω → [0, T ] ∪ {∞}. Indeed by Gt = Ft ∨ Ht , the market is extended as
G = F ∨H. In this market we define life insurance payment process A as follows:

At = 1{τ≤t}Āτ + 1{T=t}1{τ>T}Ã,
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in which Ā = (Āt)t∈[0,T ] is an F-predictable process such that E[supt∈[0,T ] Ā
2
t ] <∞ and Ã is a GT -measurable

random variable such that E[Ã2] < ∞. The first term 1{τ≤T}Āτ so-called term insurance contract and the

second part 1{τ>T}Ã is a pure endowment contract. The aim is to hedge such liabilities. To this end, some
definitions are presented consecutively. First, we define L2-strategy.

Definition 2.1. L2-strategy An L2-strategy is a pair ϕ = (ξ, ξ0) such that ξ is a G-predictable process
belonging to L2(X), with

L2(X) = {ξ | ξ is G− predictable, E
[ ∫ T

0
ξs

2d[X]s

]1/2

<∞},

and ξ0 is a G-adapted process such that Vt(ϕ) = ξtXt + ξt
0, t ∈ [0, T ], is right continuous and square

integrable.

Definition 2.2. Cost Process Corresponding L2-strategy ϕ, the asset X and payment A, cost process for
all t ∈ [0, T ] is introduced as

Ct(ϕ) = Vt(ϕ)−
∫ t

0
ξsdXs +At.

In fact, Vt(ϕ) is the value of strategy after the payment liability At.

Based on the cost process, a new process named risk process is nominated.

Definition 2.3. Risk Process The risk process of ϕ at the point t, t ∈ [0, T ], is denoted by the conditional
expected value of the squared difference of cost process at the maturity T and t as

Rt(ϕ) = E[(CT (ϕ)− Ct(ϕ)|Gt)2], t ∈ [0, T ].

Now everything is ready to deal with the main aim that is hedging of all liabilities. First, two definitions
are presented and in Theorem 2.6, the desire result is obtained.

Definition 2.4. Risk Minimization Strategy An L2- strategy ϕ = (ξ, ξ0) is called risk-minimizing if,
for any L2- strategy ϕ̃ = (ξ̃, ξ̃0) such that VT (ϕ̃) = VT (ϕ) = 0, almost surely, we have

Rt(ϕ) ≤ Rt(ϕ̃), t ∈ [0, T ].

Definition 2.5. GKW Decomposition

Assume that process A is square integrable and remembering X as risky asset belongs to M2
loc with

M2
loc(P) = {X is local square integrable martingale

∣∣∣∣EP [sup
t≥0
|Xt|2] <∞},

then the decomposition GKW is defined below:

E[At|Gt] = E[A0|Gt] +

∫ t

0
ξs
A dXs + Lt

A,

in which ξs
A ∈ L2(X). Furthermore, LA is a square integrable martingale with L0 = 0 is strongly orthogonal

to J 2(X) which is determined by

J 2(X) =
{∫

ψ dX|ψ ∈ L2(X)
}
.

Note that two local martingales M and N are strongly orthogonal if MN is local martingale.
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Theorem 2.6. In the market model as defined above, every insurance payment process admits a risk-
minimizing strategy ϕ = (ξ, ξ0), given by

ξt = 1{τ≥t}e
Γtξmt ,

ξ0
t = Vt − ξtXt = Vt − 1{τ≥t}e

Γtξmt Xt,

with discounted value process

Vt(ϕ) = E[AT |Gt]−At

= m0 +

∫ t

0
1{τ≥s}e

Γsξms dXs +

∫ t

0
1{τ≥s}e

Γsηms dYs

+

∫ t

0
1{τ≥s}e

ΓsdCms +

∫ t

0
ψMs dMs −At,

and optimal cost process

Ct(ϕ) = m0 +

∫ t

0
1{τ≥s}e

Γsηms dYs +

∫ t

0
1{τ≥s}e

ΓsdCms +

∫ t

0
ψMs dMs, t ∈ [0, T ].

in which Γ is Hazard Process, η and ψ are G-predictable process belong to L2(X). Moreover, Y and M are
the systematic and unsystematic mortality risk components, respectively. The process Cm is the orthogonal
part due to the predictable decomposition of the F-martingale m which is defined as

mt = m0 +

∫ t

0
ξms dXs +

∫ t

0
ηms dYs + Cmt , t ∈ [0, T ].
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Abstract

Insurance contracts specially life insurances have always been challenging for many years. Default risk
is possible for insurance companies and that will affect investor’s decisions. The goal of this article is to
price a participating life insurance contract with a guaranteed rate, in which life insurance companies pay
a guaranteed certain amount of money to the policyholders, in presence of default risk of the insurance
company. We divide this problem into 2 steps. At first, we consider the company’s default occurs
simultaneously within the maturity. In the second step, we suppose the default occurred prior to the
maturity. In the case of the default prior to maturity, we consider a meter for company default. We
consider a special amount as barrier and we specify the first time when company’s equity hits the this
barrier as default time. In the case of the default within the maturity, we specify different payments to
policyholders based on the company’s equity. In final we calculate the valuation of insurance contract for
two cases. This pricing is related to pricing of European options.

Keywords: default, hitting time, risk-neutral measure

1 Introduction

Our purpose is to price a life insurance contract value in a model with two agents: policyholders and
shareholders. In this model, the policyholder and insurance company are investment partners in a way that
if the firm reaches a special level, the policyholder gets a percentage from the profit of the company. We
consider two cases for our model: the default which occurs in the maturity and or before maturity. In the
case of the default occurs before the maturity, the time when the company’s equity be less than the barrier
is the time when we predict the company has defaulted. This dividends is important because we manage
the default risk. In the case of the company’s default risk is managed, if the company defaults, it can
adopts policies for the amount of payments to the policyholders and shareholders. In addition, the value of
insurance contract will be changed after the default.

2 The model

We consider an insurance company with two types of agents, policyholders and shareholders. The company
is without debt and its time horizon is finite (in time T ). Suppose A0 to be the asset initial value and
L0 = αA0 to be the initial investment of policyholders (a part of assets of the company provided by the
investment of policyholders), E0 = (1− α)A0 is the initial equity, and At is the asset value in time t.

2.1 The company defaults within maturity

We analysed the cases which default occurs simultaneously with maturity:
(i)AT ≥ LgT , the company is able to fulfill its commitments and it is possible to pay a guaranteed amount
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of money to the policyholders and equityholders.
(ii)AT < LgT , in this case, the company is insolvent and is able to utmost pay AT to the policyholders and
nothing to the equityholders.

(iii)LgT ≤ AT ≤
LgT
α , in this case, the policyholders receive a bonus for their participation in the company’s

investments. This bonus known as the participation coefficient is a coefficient of a call option bought by
policyholders with maturity price LgT .
The policyholders eventually receive ΘL(T ) in duration of T , assuming no prior bankruptcy

ΘL(T ) =


AT AT < LgT

LgT LgT ≤ AT <
LgT
α

LgT + δ(αAT − LgT ) AT ≥
LgT
α

concisely

2.2 The company defaults prior to maturity

In the case of default prior to the maturity, we choose a barrier Bt exponentially (because we ensure the
default to be occurred in T ).
the company pursues its activities until T if

∀t ∈ [0, T ], At > λL0e
rgt , Bt,

if not, it is declared bankrupt.
Suppose τ to be the default time, the first time when At hits the barrier Bt,

τ , inf{t ∈ [0, T ], At < Bt}.

Depending on λ, different cases may occur for the company. If λ > 1, the firm is able to pay back the money
with the guaranteed rate rg to the policyholders. The residual capital (equal to (λ− 1)L0e

rgτ can be used
to pay bankruptcy costs or can be distributed between shareholders. If λ < 1, the firm is totally insolvent
and unable to meet its commitments.
Generally, the amount of money that policyholders receive in case of early default is:

ΘL(τ) = min(λ, 1)Lgτ . (1)

We used [1, 2] for writing this section.

3 Generalization

We now propose a new model for the life insurance contract.
In our new model, model(1) is changed to be more complicated, but the base of the model won’t change.
The guaranteed rate in the new model is greater than the guaranteed rate in model(1); because in the new
model, more bonuses is considered for policyholders. If we denote the guaranteed rate in model(1) with r1
and the guaranteed rate in model(4) with r2, then r1 > r2.

Model(4) is a model with different bonus levels so that it encourages the investors to invest more in the
life insurance firm. However, it should be considered that an increase in bonus levels should have economical
justifications.

ΘL(T ) =



AT AT < LgT

LgT LgT ≤ AT <
LgT
α1

LgT + δ1(α1AT − LgT )
LgT
α1
≤ AT <

LgT
α2

LgT + δ1(α1AT − LgT ) + δ2(α2AT − LgT )
LgT
α2
≤ AT <

LgT
α3

...

LgT + δ1(α1AT − LgT ) + δ2(α2AT − LgT ) + · · ·+ δn(αnAT − LgT ) AT ≥
LgT
αn

(2)
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where 1 > α1 > α2 > · · · > αn.

briefly:

ΘL(T ) = LgT + δ1(α1AT − LgT )+ + δ2(α2AT − LgT )+ + ...+ δn(αnAT − LgT )+ − (LgT −AT )+. (3)

These models with different bonus levels and with different guaranteed rates can be proposed to investors
to close life insurance contracts. This policy could attract more investors.
With increasing of bonus levels in different models, the guaranteed rates in these models must get smaller,
but it should be noticed that the guaranteed rate shouldn’t be smaller than a specific amount. If this event
occurs, the investors in the financial market tend not to invest in life insurance companies. Instead they
prefer to open bank accounts!

4 contract value

Using arbitrage theory in continous time, in an arbitrage-free market, a risk-neutral probability measure
exists. The closed form equation of arbitrage free price of our life insurance contract at time t is introducted
in [3]. The contract value for model(2) may be obtained similarly. The contract value has form below:

V (At, t) = e−r(T−t)EQt [ΘL(T )Iτ>t] + EQt [e−r(τ−t)ΘL(τ)], (4)

where EQt denotes expectation with respect to the risk-neutral measure, Q, conditional on time t information.
Only change that has made in the generalization appears in the time t value of the bonuses of the contract(the
European options):

e−r(T−t)EQt [{δ1(α1AT − LgT ) + δ2(α2AT − LgT ) + · · ·+ δn(αnAT − LgT )}Iτ>t] =

δ1α1{AtN(d+0 (
At
X1

), t))−
LgT
α1
e−r(T−t)N(d−0 (

At
X1

), t))− (
At
Bt

)

1−2(r−rg)
σ2

[
B2
t

At
N(d+0 (

B2
t /At
X1

, t))

−
LgT
α1
e−r(T−t)N(d−0 (

B2
t /At
X1

, t))]}+

δ2α2{AtN(d+0 (
At
X2

), t)−
LgT
α2
e−r(T−t)N(d−0 (

At
X2

), t))− (
At
Bt

)

1−2(r−rg)
σ2

[
B2
t

At
N(d+0 (

B2
t /At
X2

, t))−

LgT
α2
e−r(T−t)N(d−0 (

B2
t /At
X2

, t))]}+ · · ·+

δnαn{AtN(d+0 (
At
Xn

), t)−
LgT
αn

e−r(T−t)N(d−0 (
At
Xn

), t)

− (
At
Bt

)

1−2(r−rg)
σ2

[
B2
t

At
N(d+0 (

B2
t /At
Xn

, t))−
LgT
αn

e−r(T−t)N(d−0 (
B2
t /At
Xn

, t))]}

Where Xi ≡ max(λ, 1
αi

), i = 1, 2, ..., n.
And

d±γ (x, t) =
ln(x) + (r − γ ± σ2

2 (T − t)
σ
√

(T − t)
(5)

Where N(.) denotes the cumulative standard normal distribution function.
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